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Abstract 
Pollutant emissions from aircraft in the vicinity of airports and at altitude are of great public 
concern due to their impact on environment and human health. The legislations aimed at 
limiting aircraft emissions have become more stringent over the past few decades. This has 
resulted in an urgent need to develop low emissions combustors in order to meet legislative 
requirements and reduce the impact of civil aviation on the environment.  
This article provides a comprehensive review of low emissions combustion technologies 
for modern aero gas turbines. The review considers current high Technologies Readiness 
Level (TRL) technologies including Rich-Burn Quick-quench Lean-burn (RQL), Double 
Annular Combustor (DAC), Twin Annular Premixing Swirler combustors (TAPS), Lean 
Direct Injection (LDI). It further reviews some of the advanced technologies at lower TRL. 
These include NASA multi-point LDI, Lean Premixed Prevaporised (LPP), Axially Staged 
Combustors (ASC) and Variable Geometry Combustors (VGC).  
The focus of review is placed on working principles, a review of the key technologies 
(includes the key technology features, methods of realising the technology, associated 
technology advantages and design challenges, progress in development), technology 
application and emissions mitigation potential. The article concludes the technology review 
by providing a technology evaluation matrix based on a number of combustion 
performance criteria including altitude relight auto-ignition flashback, combustion stability, 
combustion efficiency, pressure loss, size and weight, liner life and exit temperature 
distribution. 
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Nomenclature 
ACARE Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation 
in Europe 
ACS Axial Controlled Stoichiometry 
ASC Axially Staged Combustor 
CAEE Committee on Aircraft Engine Emissions 
CAEP Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection 
CAN Committee on Aircraft Noise 
CMC Ceramic Matrix Composite 
COMAC Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China 
CRZ Corner Recirculation Zone 
DAC Double Annular Combustor 
ECCP Experimental Clean Combustor Program 
EEC Electronic Engine Control 
EI Emission Index 
ERA Environmentally Responsible Aviation 
ETS Emissions Trading Scheme 
FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
FAR Fuel Air Ratio 
FBN Fuel Bonded Nitrogen 
HC Hydrocarbon 
HSR High Speed Research 
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 
IE Independent Expert 
IRA Intercooled Recuperative 
LBO Lean Blowout 
LDI Lean Direct Injection 
LEMCOTEC Low Emission Core Engine Technology 
LPP Lean Premixed Prevaporised 
LT Long Term 
LTO Landing-takeoff 
MFTF Mixed Flow Turbofan 
MLDI Multipoint Lean Direct Injection 
MRA Multistage Radial/Axial 
MT Mid Term 
NEWAC New Aero Engine Core 
NCC National Combustion Code 
OPR Overall Pressure Ratio 
OTDF Overall Temperature Distribution Factor 
PFC Perfluorocarbon 
PM Particular Matter 
PR Pressure Ratio 
P3 Combustor inlet pressure 
RQL Rich-burn Quick-quench Lean-burn 
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RTDF Radial Temperature Distribution Factor 
SAC Single Annular Combustor 
SD Stepped Dome 
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption 
SLS Sea Level Static 
SN Smoke Number 
SV-LDI Swirl-Venturi Lean Direct Injection 
TAPS Twin Annular Premixing Swirler  
TALON Technology for Advanced Low NOx 
TCLA Turbine Cooling and Leakage Air 
TET Turbine Entry Temperature 
TRL Technologies Readiness Level 
T3 Combustor inlet temperature  
UHC Unburned Hydrocarbons 
UV Ultraviolet 
VGC Variable Geometry Combustor 
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1. Introduction 
The main pollutants emitted by aircraft are in the form of NOx (comprising NO and NO2), 
Unburned Hydrocarbons UHC, CO, Sulphur Oxides (SOx) and Particulate matter PM that 
contains mainly smoke/soot. The effect of emissions on human health is summarised in 
Table 1[152]. Aviation emissions generally have two main impacts: one on the local air 
quality, specifically in the vicinity of airports; and the second on global climate. In the 
vicinity of airports, the pollutant emission of primary concern is NOx (NO and NO2), is 
produced by aircraft, ground services equipment and access road traffic. Aircraft NOx 
emissions contribute between 70% and 80% of total airport NOx emissions. A 
comprehensive global prediction of future emission trends that affect local air quality has 
been conducted by the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) [152]. As 
shown in Figure 1, results indicate that NOx emissions below 3000 feet will increase from 
0.25 million metric tonnes (Mt) in 2006, as the baseline, to between 0.52Mt and 0.72Mt in 
2036. NOx emitted by aircraft at low altitude contributes to the formation of the ozone that 
leads to human health issues and local air quality, whereas at high altitude NOx depletes 
ozone and results in the increase in the ground level Ultraviolet (UV) radiation.   
 
The early combustor technology: ‘conventional’ combustors have been evolved over seven 
decades. Combustion is initiated in the primary zone with a fuel-air ratio close to 
stoichiometric value that leads to maximum heat release. Air that is initially bypassed from 
the combustor dome entry is then gradually admitted into the primary, secondary and 
tertiary zones to enable stable and complete combustion process and control of exit 
temperature distribution. The schematic drawing is shown in Figure 52. Older conventional 
combustors contain longer liners (with length to dome ratio is greater than 2.0) hence 
resulting in longer residence time to assure high combustion efficiency. Pressure atomisers 
with diffusion based combustion were also extensively employed as it was advantageous in 
having wider stability limits, strong flashback resistance and improved engine operability.  
On the other hand, the less uniform fuel-air mixing resulted in higher local temperature and 
rich stoichiometry, leading to large NOx production and soot formation.  The general 
emissions levels for conventional combustors (thrust levels over 26.7kN) are greater than 
CAEP/1 or ICAO 1986 standard, as summarised in Table 2.   
 
Over the past 40-50 years, the aviation industry has been capable of reducing fuel 
consumption by 70% while also limiting noise and reducing gaseous CO and HC emissions 
by approximately 50 and 90%, respectively [15]. This is mainly due to technology 
improvement in materials and cooling that enable engines to operate at higher Overall 
Pressure Ratios OPRs and Turbine Entry Temperatures (TET) to increase thermal 
efficiency which in turn reduces the engine specific fuel consumption (SFC) for economic 
benefit. This leads to high combustor inlet temperature and pressure. These wide 
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environmental benefits (e.g. CO2 reduction) achieved through higher OPR and TET 
therefore also led to an increase in NOx emission. Until 1970s, when larger OPR engines 
were developed less attention was paid to NOx emissions until serious concerns were raised 
by the general public on the effects of NOx on human health and climate.  
 
These concerns gave rise to the first official aircraft emissions regulations, which were 
imposed in the 1960s and 1970s.  Later the International Civil Aeronautics Organisation 
(ICAO) adopted a standard that applied to all in-production engines in 1986, namely the 
CAEP/1 or ICAO 1986 standard. ICAO has updated and published more stringent 
standards for NOx emissions during subsequent ICAO meetings. These regulations drive 
the development of low emissions technology and the consequence of which is that several 
emission reduction targets were implemented worldwide to fulfil the future legislative 
requirements.  
 
The development of low emission combustor concepts for aero engines has been underway 
since the mid-1970s based on the experience gained from single annular conventional 
combustors (sometimes referred to as PreLEC, such as in reference [10]).  The 
improvements of fuel injection devices along with combustion and dilution flow 
optimisation led to the state-of-the-art (at the time) Low-Emissions Combustor (LEC) 
technology [11] [12] [13] [14], termed as ‘old single annular’ that is distinct from old 
conventional combustor, in Figure 2. Figure 2 also summarises the emissions level as a 
function of engine OPRs for different CAEP standards.  Lean dome combustion was later 
followed by the creation of Double Annular Combustor (DAC) being considered as an 
alternative to LEC. The DAC technology enabled achieving up to 60% reduction from the 
first International Civil Aeronautics Organisation (ICAO) standard as well as a 50% 
reduction in cruise NOx [15].  In order to further reduce emissions, lean partially premixed 
combustion was introduced. This was achieved through the inception of Twin Annular 
Premixing Swirler TAPS combustors. This technology was developed later as the next 
generation for further emission reduction and achieved a remarkable reduction of 60% 
against CAEP/6. In the meantime, some advanced rich dome combustion technologies were 
developed based on experience gained from LEC technology.  Typical examples include 
the Pratt & Whitney P&W TALON series and Rolls Royce Phase 5. Both TAPS and 
advanced rich burn technologies feature a single annular version, shown as ‘current single 
annular’ in Figure 2.  
 
Future aero gas turbines will develop technologies to improve the fuel efficiency by 
increasing the engine Overall Pressure Ratios OPRs (from 25 to 60 –75) when compared 
with generation of previous engines. The higher OPRs have made it challenging to contain 
NOx level without changing the fuel injection concept. Therefore, some new concepts such 
as NASA multi-point injection are currently under development. Future high OPR engines 
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pose a design challenge for premixed combustion due to risks of auto-ignition and 
flashback. These risks can be mitigated by Lean Direction Injection such as Rolls Royce 
LDI that is under development and approaching a Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 7.  
The emissions controlling mechanisms are described in section 1.3. 
 
Publications usually pay attention to certain low emissions technology with a focus placed 
on specific aspects of technology development. The motivation for writing this article is to 
conduct a comprehensive review of low emissions combustion technologies. The focus is 
on highlighting their working principles, and key technology features, approaches of 
realising the technology, associated technology advantages and design challenges, progress 
in technology development and applications and emissions level. The article concludes the 
technology review by providing a technology evaluation matrix based on a number of 
combustion performance aspects including altitude relight auto-ignition flashback, 
combustion stability, combustion efficiency, pressure loss, size and weight, liner life and 
exit temperature distribution. 
 
1.1 Legislative regulations and standards status  
 
The emissions regulations for aircraft are established by the International Civil Aviation 
Organisation (ICAO) adopting a standard landing take-off (LTO) cycle intended to 
simulate the aircraft operation below 3000 feet altitude. For subsonic civil aero engines, it 
is composed of four operating modes (idle, take-off, climb-out and approach) measured at 
sea level, static and standard day conditions (Figure 3). For supersonic aircraft engines, 
descent is added into the cycle. Emissions are measured as a part of the airworthiness 
certification process under the supervision of a national airworthiness authority. (e.g. 
European Aviation Safety Agency, EASA or the U.S Federal Aviation Administration, 
FAA). During the test, the fuel flow, gaseous emissions (NOx, UHC, CO) and smoke are 
measured using sampling, gas analysis and a typical smoke measurement method specified 
in ICAO Annex 16, Volume II [1].The mass of gaseous emissions for each species (𝐷𝑝) is 
determined then by summing all modes in the LTO cycle. The standards for gaseous 
emissions (NOx, UHC and CO) are based on calculated 𝐷𝑝 for each species divided by the 
maximum sea level static rated thrust (𝐹𝑜𝑜 ) to take account of engine size. The ICAO 
Emissions Standards set maximum limits on 𝐷𝑝 / 𝐹𝑜𝑜  of each gaseous emission. The 
standards apply to the subsonic aircraft engines whose 𝐹𝑜𝑜   is above 26.7kN (6000 Ib) and 
therefore do not regulate smaller subsonic engines as they make a minor contribution to the 
total emissions. Smoke is measured by locating a filter downstream of the engine through 
which the exhaust passes, and it is measured in terms of Smoke Number (SN) which is a 
function of rated thrust (𝐹𝑜𝑜). 
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The first ICAO standard was regulated by the ICAO Committee on Aviation Engine 
Emissions, (CAEE) in 1981. Later, the CAEE was combined with Committee on Aircraft 
Noise (CAN) and the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) was 
established in 1983. In order to reduce the impact of aircraft emissions on the environment, 
CAEP meets every three years to continually formulate and update the emission standards 
[2]. The standards for smoke, CO and UHC remain unchanged in subsequent review. As 
NOx has been considered as a primary issue, ICAO adopted a more stringent standard for 
NOx emissions at the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th meetings of CAEP. (i.e. CAEP/2 1993, CAEP/4 
1999, CAEP/6 2005, CAEP/8 2011), as indicated in Figure 3. The NOx emission currently 
remains at the CAEP/8 standard.  
 
In recent years, the focus of CAEP has been expanded to develop global standards for CO2 
emission and non-volatile particulate matter standard (nvPM). Consequently, during the 
CAEP/10 meeting in 2016, recommendations have been made for the two complementary 
new standards for the emissions. The CO2 standard will apply to subsonic aircraft of new 
type design starting in 2020, and to those in production in 2023 [4]. Additionally, attention 
is also been accorded to address the impact of emissions at high altitude (i.e. NOx at climb 
and cruise) [3]. 
 
1.2 Main Pollutants Generation Mechanism  
 
1.2.1 Nitrogen Oxides 
 
Nitrogen oxides are a primary air pollutant which is linked to tropospheric ozone (O3): (i.e. 
ozone formation in the troposphere) and has an adverse impact on human health. This 
emission is known to cause respiratory illness, impaired vision, headaches, hearing disorder 
and allergies [5]. The formation mechanisms are:  
𝑁𝑂2 ⇌ 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂  
𝑂 + 𝑂2 ⇋  𝑂3 
Nitrogen oxides (NOx) are also linked to ozone layer depletion in the Stratosphere whose 
relevant formations are: 
𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂3  ⇋ 𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂2 
𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑂 ⇋ 𝑁𝑂 +  𝑂2 
The NO produced at the end of reaction will in turn further deplete the ozone layer and 
chain reaction takes place. The ozone layer depletion in the Stratosphere will increase the 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
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ground level UV radiation and cause skin cancer and eye diseases. NOx is also linked to 
photochemical smog, acid rain and global warming [6].  
The thermal NO is one of the major sources of NOx produced in practical gas turbine 
combustors. It is produced in the post flame region where the flame temperature is above 
1800 K. The chemical reaction is endothermic (i.e. atomic dissociation occurs when 
diatomic oxygen (𝑂2 ) gains enough energy through heat absorption to break into two 
oxygen atoms). The set of reactions is known as the Zeldovich mechanism and details are 
shown below: 
𝑂2 ⇌ 2𝑂        
𝑁2 + 𝑂 ⇌ 𝑁𝑂 + 𝑁  
𝑁 + 𝑂2 ⇌  𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂 
𝑁 + 𝑂𝐻 ⇌ 𝑁𝑂 + 𝐻 
Nitrogen Oxide (NO) is produced when nitrogen reacts with oxygen atoms via R5 at high 
temperatures. A chain reaction is then initiated as the nitrogen atom which is produced in 
R5 can react with molecular oxygen (𝑂2) (shown in R7) and OH radical in R8 to form NO 
with O and H atmos. The concentration of atomic oxygen in the flame front is largely an 
exponential function of temperature, and NO formation via the Zeldovich mechanism has a 
similar relationship with flame temperature. Therefore, the thermal NO is increased 
exponentially with flame temperature for both premixed and diffusion systems.  
Prompt NO formation is an attribute of hydrocarbon flames where hydrocarbon radicals 
such as CH react with molecular N2[7] .  
Formation of NO from chemically bound nitrogen is complex due to the varying structure 
of the nitrogen bonding to the parent molecule. According to Glarborg et al. [8] most of the 
fuel bound nitrogen is converted to HCN and  NH3 to react with combustion radical to form 
NO. 
1.2.2 Carbon Monoxide 
CO is produced when an engine is operating fuel rich due to lack of sufficient oxygen to 
complete the reaction to CO2. Also, it implies the inadequate combustion efficiency in gas 
turbines. However, high level concentration of CO is formed at low power condition where 
the combustor inlet temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio are relatively low. These 
lead to a relatively low reaction rate of converting CO to CO2. When the fuel air mixture is 
stoichiometric and flame temperature peaks above 1800K, the dissociation of CO2 occurs. 
Therefore a significant quantity of CO is also produced.  CO, in terms of its effects on 
human health, reduces the capacity of the blood to absorb oxygen and, in high 
concentrations, can cause asphyxiation and even death [9].  
R5 
R6
2 R7 
R8 
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1.2.3 Unburned Hydrocarbons 
Unburned hydrocarbons UHC are in form of fuel drops or the products of thermal 
degradation of parent fuel into species of lower molecular weight [9]. It indicates the 
wastage of fuels, hence increases the engine operating cost. The formation of UHC mainly 
stems from unsatisfactory quality of fuel atomisation, inadequate reaction rate, local 
quenching, incomplete combustion and combination of any of these. The chemical kinetics 
of UHC is more complex than CO. Nevertheless, the main influencing factors for UHC and 
CO productions are similar.  
1.2.4 Sulphur Oxides  
Sulphur oxides (SOx) are usually formed when the fuel containing sulphur compounds react 
with oxygen during the combustion. It is toxic and corrosive which leads to reduction in 
turbine blade life, and formation of sulfuric acid in the atmosphere. The sulphur contained 
in the fuel is oxidised to SO2 at high temperature in aircraft engine combustion. The level of 
sulphur contained in the fuel is constrained by fuel speciation for Jet A and JetA-1 to be 
less than 3,000 ppmm (parts per million by mass) or 0.3 weight percent [132] [5]. Therefore, 
emissions of sulphur oxides in the combustor are limited by reducing or eliminating the 
sulphur content from the fuel. In fact, most fuels fall below this specification, and typical 
fuel sulphur levels for aviation jet fuel are between 200 and 1200 ppmm.  The small 
quantity of sulphur contained in jet fuel is believed to be beneficial in preventing the 
erosion of the fuel delivery system because of its lubricity [7].  
1.2.5 Soot/Smoke 
Soot/smoke is produced in the fuel-rich regions of the flames, where burned gases move 
toward the fuel injector where local rich fuel pockets are enveloped by deficient oxygen 
gases at high temperature [5]. Also, it can be produced anywhere in the combustor where 
mixing is inadequate [9]. Most soot is formed in the primary zone and is consumed 
downstream at high temperature; namely the primary zone governs formation of the soot 
and the high temperature downstream regions (e.g. intermediate and dilution) determine its 
consumption. The main influencing factors for soot formation are pressure, equivalence 
ratio, and fuel type and atomisation quality. Studies indicate that soot formation increases 
with increase in pressure. To elaborate, when the pressure is increased, the limit of 
flammability is extended such that soot produced earlier that is too rich to burn at lower 
pressures can now burn. Also with an increase in pressure, the chemical reaction rate is 
accelerated with fuels burned in the fuel rich region and hence soot is formed. 
 
1.3 Emission Controlling Mechanisms  
 
Amongst all factors influencing the pollutant emissions from gas turbine combustors, the 
most important is the flame temperature in the combustor primary zone. Figure 4 indicates 
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the emissions as function of flame temperatures: below 1670K significant CO is produced 
whereas when it is above 1900K, excessive amount of NOx is produced. Between 1670K 
and 1900K, there is a narrow band where CO and NOx emissions are relatively low (i.e. 
25ppmv for CO and 15ppmv for NOx). As previously stated, modern engines have higher 
OPR and TET in order to increase the thermal efficiency and reduce engine specific fuel 
consumption SFC; therefore, the ‘low emissions band’ may shift rightward to the plot. The 
basic strategy for limiting the pollutant emissions is therefore controlling the temperature of 
the primary combustion zone within this narrow band over the entire power ranges of the 
engine.  
 
The NOx reduction is realised by moving the fuel air ratio away from the stoichiometric 
value since maximum heat release hence highest flame temperature occurs close to that 
value. Therefore, combustion can be initiated with less air (rich burn) or excessive air (lean 
burn). In the latter case, a large fraction of the air flows through the combustion dome and 
is mixed with fuel so that a lower flame temperature can be achieved compared to rich burn. 
However, this poses a stability challenge at low power where the fuel-air ratio may 
approach the lean extinction limit.  
 
Fuel staging is employed such that part of the fuel injectors is turned off at low power. In 
this manner, the local equivalence ratio is maintained close to the stoichiometric value at 
the operating fuel injection zones so as to maintain high combustion efficiency and stability. 
Figure 5 shows the NOx distribution within the LTO cycle for rich and lean burn. Increased 
reduction in high power NOx can be achieved by lean burn since the flame temperature 
gradient is higher for the lean side than the rich side. However, the low power emissions for 
both mechanisms show similar characteristics. This is primarily due to the increase in flame 
temperature via fuel staging, as previously described.  
 
The bulk equivalence ratio either for rich burn or lean burn in the primary zone represents 
only a rough guide to emission reductions. The actual values are heavily dependent on the 
effective fuel-air mixing. Unsatisfactory mixing quality would produce a large variation in 
local fuel air distribution; the rich pocket yielding a local hot ‘spot’ which would produce 
higher NOx and smoke emissions.  Therefore, good fuel atomisation and fuel air mixing are 
vital for low emission reduction.  
The flow residence time within the combustor zone is also a crucial factor that needs to be 
controlled. Sufficient residence time should be allowed for complete combustion to ensure 
that CO and UHC are reduced; on the other hand the residence time should not be long for 
excessive NOx production.  
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1.4 Worldwide Emissions Reduction Targets 
1.4.1 ICAO NOx Mid-term and Long-term Goals 
The NOx goals have been highlighted by the CAEP Independent Expert (IE) group. It 
issued a report (ICAO Doc 9887) which stated that the LTO NOx reduction goals for 
medium term and long term are: 45% reduction of CAEP/6 for 2016 and 60% reduction of 
CAEP/6 for 2026, respectively. The two goals are taking CAEP/6 as the reference point, 
which applies for the new engines manufactured since the year 2008[16].  
1.4.2 ACARE Vision 2020 and Flightpath 2050 
 
ACARE is the Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation, led by the 
European Commission. It set out the two challenging goals for emissions reduction to be 
achieved by the time frame 2020 and 2050 relative to year 2000 technology: Vision 2020 
and Flightpath 2050. LTO NOx emissions goals are: 80% reduction that is equivalent to -60% 
CAEP/6 (Vision 2020) and 90% reduction of NOx (e.g. -75% CAEP/6) for Flightpath 
2050[17]. The cruise NOx targets were also incorporated with the same reduction level as 
for LTO NOx.   
1.4.3 NASA N+1, N+2 and N+3 
In order to develop new subsonic transport low emissions technology that could achieve the 
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 6, NASA established three goals that are 
distinguished by the time frames and emissions levels, namely N+1 (i.e. by the time frame 
2015), N+2(2020) and N+3 (2025)[18] [145].  Both LTO and cruise NOx emissions targets 
were included in the goal metrics: -60% CAEP/6, -75% CAEP/6 and -80% CAEP/6 for 
LTO NOx and -33%, -70% and -80% relative to year 2005 best technology for cruise NOx. 
Specifically, the N+1 and N+2 values are referenced to a single aisle aircraft (i.e. 737-800) 
with CFM56-7B engines and N+2 is to a twin-aisle aircraft (i.e. 777-200) with GE-90 
engines [18].  
2 Low Emissions Combustion Technologies 
2.1 Rich-Burn Quick-Quench Lean-Burn Combustors (RQL) 
2.1.1 Working Principle  
The working principle of RQL belongs to rich burn emission controlling mechanism. The 
concept is schematically depicted in Figure 6, where the combustion is initiated by a fuel-
rich mixture in the primary zone with equivalence ratio normally 1.2-1.8. The rich burn 
generally has a twofold advantage: 1. the combustion stability is enhanced due to rich burn 
producing a high concentration of energetic hydrogen and hydrocarbon radical species. 2. 
The NOx production is minimised due to relatively low flame temperatures and low 
concentration of oxygen containing intermediate species. The hot efflux gas from the 
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primary zone contains a high amount of CO, UHC and smoke that cannot be exhausted 
without further processing [20]. Therefore, a quench section is employed downstream of 
the rich zone. A large proportion of dilution airflow is admitted into the quench section to 
oxidise CO, hydrogen and hydrocarbon intermediates. However, the addition of airflow 
may lead to a zonal equivalence ratio close to the stoichiometric value, resulting in rapid 
formation of thermal NOx, as shown in Figure 8. To achieve low NOx production, 
therefore the air has to mix rapidly with the primary zone effluent such that it can be 
quickly switched from the rich burn to the lean burn mode to minimise the formation of 
thermal NOx, as shown the bottom route in Figure 8. This process is than followed by the 
lean burn section being employed to further consume CO and UHC such that an exhaust at 
the exit of the combustor contains a major combustion production of CO2, N2, O2 and 
H2O. The lean burn section is also responsible for controlling the combustor outlet 
temperature distribution quality. Typical equivalence ratio in lean burn is in the range of 
0.5-0.7.  
2.1.2 Key Technology Review 
The concept was introduced in 1980 by Mosier et al [21] as a strategy to reduce oxides of 
nitrogen (NOx) emissions from stationary gas turbine engines using fuels that were high in 
fuel-bound nitrogen. One of most distinctive features for RQL approach compared to the 
conventionally designed combustor is the modification of combustor stoichiometry 
distribution for reduced NOx Emission. This is realised by air flow distribution and 
therefore, a less complex fuel scheduling system is required compared to lean fuel staged 
combustor. The early development of the RQL technology is based on conventional 
combustors. Relatively low development cost and short development time can be achieved 
because conventional design rules can be adopted when applied to RQL.  
 
There are two major concerns when RQL technology is applied to conventional combustors: 
one is how rich the system can burn, and the other is how effective the quench can be 
supplied through standard air admission by dilution jets [22].  
Rich burn: The first concern is initially addressed through the optimisation of primary 
zone flows to control stoichiometry: the dome front end is fuel rich at high power to ensure 
it addresses the principal emission challenges, namely NOx and smoke. At low power 
condition it is close to the stoichiometric value to achieve high combustion efficiency and 
stability. This approach has been commonly adopted by main Original Engine 
Manufacturers (OEMs) [23] [24] [25]. The typical air flow distribution for dome, inner and 
outer passage flows are around 30%, 40% and 30%, respectively [26]. The distribution of 
bulk equivalence ratio among different zones in RQL combustor represents only a rough 
guide to emissions reductions. The actual values are heavily dependent on effective fuel-air 
mixing, namely mixing quality. Pratt & Whitney has developed the TALON (Technology 
for Advanced Low NOx) family of RQL combustors for commercial aircraft gas turbine 
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engines. The recent TALON X combustor utilises a type of high shear injector, as shown in 
Figure 7, to enhance the fuel vaporisation, distribution and fuel-air mixing. The injector is 
composed of a fuel nozzle and a compound radial inflow swirler [28]. Fuel is spread onto a 
large diameter filming surface, on which a thin film forms and leads to very small droplets 
and rapid fuel vaporisation. Air is introduced into two passages: inner and outer, where 
high swirl initiated to enhance rapid mixing with fuel droplets. Atomisation is then 
enhanced when fuel vapours discharge at the atomising lip into the interface between the 
two swirling airstreams. The spray zone angle and primary zone aerodynamics can be 
modified by changing the swirl angles of two air swirling passages, and airflow split 
between them [27]. GE’s RQL technology named LEC (Low Emissions Combustors) has 
developed several mixers (i.e. swirl cup combined with dual orifice pressure atomisers): 
wherein different configurations of swirl cups were developed (i.e. radial or axial, twin-row 
radial swirlers with counter or co-rotating directions) with optimised air split between 
primary, secondary and flare air intended to create uniform fuel-air mixture [29].  
Effective quench: As previously discussed, it is critical that rapid mixing is achieved to 
complete combustion of the rich mixture exiting the primary zone with minimum NOx 
production. The technologies for improving quench effectiveness are realised through 
different approaches by OEMs. These may be described as follows: 
1. Closer spacing between primary and quench jet: This method essentially 
entails the quench holes locations being moved towards the primary holes. It 
comprises two benefits: one is to enhance the quench mixing strength with primary 
air; the other being acceleration of the switching process from the rich burn to the 
lean burn. This approach is commonly adopted by P&W in TALON I [44] and GE’s 
LEC combustors [29]. The resulting effect of reduced temperature in the quench 
zone is shown in Figure 8.  
2. Through the optimisation of jet hole pattern including the spacing, size and 
geometry: Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the jet penetration, 
structure and flow field distribution resulting from jet mixing in jets in crossflow. 
Focused research has been conducted on single and multiple jets, bounded and 
unbounded [31-37]. Jet orifice geometries have been extensively studied and design 
methodology for cylindrical and rectangular configuration for a confined flow has 
been proposed by Cranfield to determine an optimum hole size with given 
momentum-flux ratio [38].  NASA also conducted numerous non-reacting flow 
studies of jets in crossflow to evaluate geometrical features including hole spacing, 
shape, flow area, etc. The investigation leads to the determination of the optimum 
number of holes.  Recently, the TALON X developed an optimised single row of 
dilution holes with a focus on circumferential and size location variation based on 
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the jet mixing experiment and gas sampling instrument as well as the in-house 
analytical tools [29].  
3. Reduced combustor residence time in the quench zone: The NOx production 
increases with flow residence time. As described in section 2.1.1, as the gas travels 
from the rich burn to the lean burn, the region where rapid NOx forming mixture 
strengths are inevitably existent. It is important the time spent by the mixture in 
these regions is minimised. This approach is adopted by TALON X and is realised 
by optimisation of the combustor volume and distribution of combustor area as a 
function of length. The resulting residence time for TALON X has been reduced by 
a factor of 2 compared to older TALON used in the PW4098 engine, and the 
corresponding emission index of NOx at take-off consequently is reduced by a 
factor of 3.  The Phase 5 combustor technology by Rolls-Royce has also 
successfully optimised this approach [24]. 4. Adding the local cooling air: Figure 9 
shows a typical axial gas temperature distribution along an RQL combustor and 
NOx emissions which normally peak at the quench section. GE LEC designed a 
series of small local cooling holes (Figure 10) downstream of the primary holes: this 
effectively reduces the local peak gas as well as near wall temperatures, leading to a 
further reduction in NOx and higher liner durability. This design feature has been 
patented [39]. 
Liner wall cooling: in addition to the two major issues this is also of concern for RQL 
technology, primarily due to two reasons: firstly due to larger content of carbon in rich burn 
higher luminous radiation is observed, because of which the inner liner wall surface 
temperature rises significantly and the peak temperature forms near the quench section; the 
second is because the RQL technology demands a larger proportion of dilution air for rapid 
quenching,  it results in limited quantities of remaining air available for cooling. In order to 
address this concern, several advanced cooling technologies have been employed in RQL 
combustors.  Examples include P&W adoption of combined impingement and film cooling 
in TALON combustors and the recent TALON X which adopts an optimised float-wall 
configuration for cooling and achieves higher cooling efficiency with a usage of 20% 
combustor exit air compared to 33% for baseline PW4084 combustor [29]. The RR phase 5 
combustor utilises tiles on the supporting shells that effectively decouples the mechanical 
stresses from the thermal stresses, and the tiles can be cast from blade alloy materials that 
have higher temperature capability (>100°C) than typical combustor alloys. Also, the 
introduction of ceramic structures for ultimate cooling flow reduction has been considered 
in RR RQL technology improvements [40]. If dome film cooling is used to provide a 
protective layer for preventing convective heat transfer from high temperature gases, the 
presence of cooling air enables the NOx formation toward the high NOx route. In some 
design, the atomising air is arranged to flow over the outside of liner wall in rich zone 
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before entering into the fuel nozzle such that regenerative backside convective cooling is 
implemented to alleviate this problem. 
 
In addition to improving the quench effectiveness that is crucial to NOx reduction, the 
dilution jets also serve the purpose of improving the exit plane mixing which is crucial to 
pattern factor reduction and hence improved turbine life. An advanced CFD-based analysis 
system, named Allstar has been developed at Pratt & Whitney, which has been used to 
optimise combustor exit temperature distribution. The CFD code was initially verified by 
comparing the predictive turbine profile with data measured in full annular rig tests for 
three aero gas turbine combustors. Figure 11 shows one of the results for a PW4098 
combustor. It captures the major features in exit plane temperatures and shows a consistent 
temperature distribution with rig test data.  In subsequent research, the code was used to 
assist the optimisation of the PW6000 combustor exit temperature profile. It was 
accomplished by investigating the effect of dilution hole pattern changes on the exit 
temperature profile, and a direct correlation between the dilution hole pattern and pattern 
factor was established [41,42].   
 
Continuous effort is made to design the new generation of the TALON X combustor by 
P&W in a recent NASA ERA program, the research is focused on swirler injector design, 
and aims to further reduce the smoke and NOx emissions [43]. In summary, the RQL 
approach has been implemented for many years in gas turbine combustors. It is a reliable, 
relatively lower cost approach with many advantages in meeting the full range of 
combustion system requirements.  
2.1.3 Technology Application 
Pratt & Whitney has developed the TALON family of RQL combustor for commercial 
aircraft gas turbine engines. The first generation, TALON I, that powers PW4098 entered 
into service in 1999 with flight hours of 145345 hours (37761 cycles), no unscheduled 
engine removals and no in-flight shutdowns reported [44]. Second generation, TALON II 
which fits in PW6000 engine entered into service in 2005 and demonstrated the improved 
service and achieved further emissions reduction. Recent TALON X was used in PW1500, 
PW1130G-JM, PW1133G1-JM, etc. It has demonstrated NOx reduction by 25% compared 
to TALON II in rig and engine tests [45]. RQL combustors have also been used for other 
engines such as new Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 with rated thrusts 268kN-350.9kN with OPRs 
36.3 -46.1 and GE’s CFM56 series with rated thrusts ranging over 97.9 kN-142.3kN and 
with corresponding OPRs 23.1-32.6. Early RQL combustors such as V2500 have longer 
axial length because of extra space required for quick quench and lean burn. The ratio of 
liner length to height is 2.24 compared to 2.0 for conventional combustors [47]. Modern 
TALON II and X achieved design goals while maintaining similar length as conventional 
combustors.  Overall RQL combustors are applied from small to large engine categories for 
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a wide range of engine thrust and OPRs.   
2.1.4 Emissions status and characteristics  
The low emissions technology is commonly assessed by plotting take-off 𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥 denoted as 
the emissions index of NOx emission. It is defined by the amount of NOx produced in gram, 
per kilogram of fuel (i.e. unit g/kg) as a function of engine OPR since NOx emissions are 
impacted by combustor operating conditions (i.e. Pressure, temperature and residence time) 
and modern engines have comparable thermal efficiencies and overall fuel-air ratio for 
given thrust levels.  
The NOx emissions analysis for recent RQL in-service products including GE P&W and 
RR was performed in [25], based on ICAO engine emissions testing database. The analysis 
concludes that RQL technology from different OEMs yields a very similar result in terms 
of 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥 as a function of OPR. Figure 12 gives the details. Based on the similar emission 
index characteristics, a correlation was proposed subsequently and shown in the same 
figure.  For LTO NOx emissions levels, reference [40] indicates that the typical modern 
rich burn combustor technology delivers NOx in the range of 55-70% CAEP/6 for small 
engines intended to power regional jets and 55-65% CAEP/6 for medium sized engines. 
RQL technology produces higher soot production with normally an order of magnitude 
higher than lean burn technology. The amount of smoke is determined by the capability of 
the combustion system to consume the smoke within the chamber. However, the recent RR 
Phase 5 RQL combustors control the smoke to a constant characteristic number: 6.5. 
Recent sector rig testing conducted by P&W for new TALON development indicated that 
the NOx level of 72% margin to CAEP/6. These promising results indicate that the RQL is 
still considered as a viable approach for the current aero combustors.  
2.1.5 Summary of Technology Advantages and Challenges 
 
Technology Advantages 
As previously discussed in the section 2.1.1 through 2.1.4, the main technology advantages 
for RQL are summarised as follows:  
1. The dome rich burn provides a high level of resistance to flame out, particularly at low 
power where the combustor is running very lean and the dome fuel air ratio is close to 
the stoichiometric value (i.e. relative high temperature can be maintained to enhance 
the combustion efficiency and stability).  As a consequence, this technology 
demonstrates high reliability with excellent service history.  
2. Relative low development cost and short development time since it is based on 
conventional combustion technology, empirical approaches and conventional design 
rules can be readily adopted.  
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3. The lack of oxygen due to rich burn discourages the oxidation of fuels, which prevents 
the conversion of fuel bound nitrogen to HCN and NH3 that react with combustion 
radicals to form NO [48]. Instead, it converts fuel bonded nitrogen FBN into 
nonreactive N2[49].  
4. It is advantageous in meeting the full range of combustion system requirements in 
addition to those of emissions since the requirements of safety, relight capability, 
operability etc. are considered as high priorities.  
 
Technology Design Challenges 
As previously discussed, the main technology design challenges are summarised as follow: 
1. The airflow distribution needs to be optimised to control smoke/soot emission. 
2. The higher OPR engine makes it much more difficult to contain NOx level without 
changing the fuel injection concept. Advanced fuel spray nozzle is needed to improve 
the fuel-air mixing. 
3. The advanced cooling scheme is required for optimum use of dilution jet for 
quenching and improved liner durability (i.e. higher luminous flame radiation due to 
rich burn).  
4. Cooling of the dome should be carefully designed to avoid NOx formation toward the 
high NOx route 
 
2.2 Double Annular Combustors (DAC) 
2.2.1 Working Principle  
The double annular combustors adopt a radially staging strategy. The working principle is 
schematically shown in Figure 13.  The combustion stoichiometry and hence temperature is 
controlled through the use of fuel injection in multiple combustion locations. At low power 
settings, part of combustion zones operates and refers to the pilot zone (i.e. the outer 
annulus) (Figure13) to raise the equivalence ratio (around 0.8) so as to increase the 
combustion efficiency and reduce CO and UHC. The pilot zones which are represented by 
outer circumferentially arranged circles and red colour indicates the injectors are fuel filled 
and operating. The local high combustion stoichiometry also mitigates the risk of lean 
instability. At higher power settings, typically at approach condition, zones that are called 
main (i.e. the inner annulus) get fuelled and ignited. The equivalence ratios for both zones 
are usually kept at 0.6 [9]. The objective is to achieve lean combustion for NOx and smoke 
reduction at high power.  During mid-power, part of the main zone is fuelled and operated, 
this aims to increase the transition efficiency and more than one staging point is employed.  
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2.2.2 Key Technology Review 
The concept of DAC was first conceived by Bahr and Gleason in the 1970s [51]. The most 
distinctive feature from the configuration perspective is the twin radially arranged 
combustion zones.  The two zones are separated by a centre body (CB in Figure 12), this 
essentially helps to minimise local quench (thus the reduction of CO and UHC) of the pilot 
flame by main air flow at low power conditions where only the pilot zone is alight. The 
resulting effect is the extension of the radial height. This contributes to larger surface area 
than single annular combustors (SAC) and hence, cooling tends to be demanding and less 
air is available for the lean burn. Especially at high power, dome front end equivalence 
ratio raises resulting in higher EINOx. Higher OPR DAC engines are more susceptible to 
this problem. For example, GE90 with PR=40, even though it has multi-hole cooling, the 
cooling requirement is too high and primary zone equivalence ratio is 0.9 at high power 
[10]. This design challenge would limit its further development for future ultra-high OPR 
engines.  
On the other hand, the radial configuration enables the combustion goals including low 
emissions, stability, efficiency, etc. to attain reduced length and weight. This is 
advantageous for reducing problems such as rotor dynamics, resulting from length since the 
shaft torsional vibration is directly proportional to its length. 
The fuel staging is through the change of the fuel splits into different zones according to 
change in power conditions while maintaining the unchanged airflow distribution. To 
achieve this, a more complex fuel control system and the addition of fuel manifolds, are 
required compared to the conventional single annular combustor. The fuel nozzle used in 
DAC features a twin-fuel nozzle tip that is attached to the commonly shared feed arm, as 
shown in Figure 14, as power conditions change, in order to provide the rapid response of 
fuel supply into the different combustion zone both main and pilot system are fuelled in 
advance. This increases the potential risk for fuel coking. Coking refers to the hard 
carbonaceous compounds formed in the internal passages of the fuel system when the fuel 
undergoes pyrolysis reactions when it is heated in the absence of air. Such compounds can 
block or reduce the flow of fuel through the main stage hardware. However, the commonly 
shared feed system enables the pilot fuel flow to continuously flow over the outer side of 
the main flow, providing the protective cooling. In order to effectively direct the airflow 
into separated zones, a double passage pre-diffuser is employed on GE90 engines series and 
the studies were conducted under NASA/GE Energy Efficient Engine (E3) programme. The 
study reveals that the 50% of reduction in pre-diffuser length can be achieved compared to 
a single passage configuration having the same area ratio [52]. Several rig tests have been 
conducted to measure the overall pressure loss coefficient, and the loss contributes to 35% 
of the total combustor pressure loss [53].  
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Control of pattern factor presents a major challenge in the development of DAC: the less 
dilution air available in DAC has a difficulty in mixing the pilot and main streams to 
achieve ideal exit temperature profile. Furthermore, since injectors are radially arranged, 
more hot spots could form at the exit plane of the combustor. The temperature outlet 
distribution has been experimentally investigated under the E3 program with the goals set 
for a radial temperature distribution factor (RTDF) of 0.125. Baseline sectors and modified 
versions have been investigated. Figure 15 shows the measured profile at idle. The pilot 
stage is only operating at idle, yielding an outer peak average profile of 0.6 with the 
maximum profile factor (PF) of 1.2. The effects of fuel flow split between the pilot zone 
and main zone on exit temperature profiles as well as NOx emissions are also investigated 
at simulated take-off condition. The study indicated that with lowest pilot flow split the 
RTDF of 0.3 and PF of 0.5 were obtained for minimum NOx production. The increase in 
pilot flow split generally decreases both RTDF and PF but leads to an increase in NOx 
emissions.  
 
The radial temperature profile design challenge not only compromises the turbine durability 
but also impacts on the turbine work extraction efficiency. As a consequence, higher 
mission fuel burn is required compared to the single annular version. The deficient 
temperature profile, especially during idle condition, causes a 7%-15% increase in SFC at 
idle compared to its corresponding single annular version [55].   
The transition of fuel staging occurs at mid power (e.g. approach 30% power) where the 
main zones are also operated in addition to the pilot zone. The local fuel-air ratios, 
temperature, pressure of main zones are not as high as those at high power. The combustion 
efficiency and stability are unfavourable. This affects engine acceleration. More recent 
designs apply more than one staging points. As shown in Figure 13, an extra staging point 
can be applied at mid power such that part of the main zone is brought into operation, 
which raises the local equivalence ratio to enhance the efficiency and improve the staging 
smoothness. Yet, this introduces complexity for fuel control, and additionally the 
circumferential staging results in non-uniformity temperature exit, and challenges in turbine 
durability.  
2.2.3 Development and Application 
The product was introduced into CFM56-5B, 5B/P, and 7B models during the year 1995-
1998. The GE90 also adopted this design; the engine was tested in February 1995. The 
CFM56 series DAC combustors are introduced to power Airbus A320 and A321 aircraft. 
The GE90 series now power the Boeing 777 aircraft [56]. In general, this type of low 
emissions combustors usually applies to the engines in medium and large categories with 
rated thrust in the range of 102.2kN (CFM56-5B9/2P DAC) to 504.9kN (GE90-113B DAC) 
[57].   
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2.2.4 Emissions status and characteristics   
Figure 16 summarises the ICAO LTO characteristic emissions for DAC combustors for the 
CFM56 series (i.e. CFM56-5B DAC; SLS thrust level of 117.9-133.5 and OPRs 27.1-31.2 
and CFM56-5B DAC II; thrust levels of 120.1-142.4 kN and OPRs 27.7-32.8) and GE90 
DAC versions (SLS thrust level of 363.4-426.7 kN and OPRs 35.3-40.6).  
Overall, all the DAC versions yield a similar trend for NOx emissions. As engine OPRs 
increase up to around 32, the DAC combustors demonstrate NOx emission levels with 
overall 20 % margin from the CAEP/6, the margin widens gradually at lower OPRs with a 
40% margin obtained at OPR=24.6. This generally shows a wider NOx margin compared to 
RQL combustors. However, very narrow margins occur as engine OPRs tend to increase. 
One of the possible reasons stems from the demanding cooling flow due to the larger 
surface area resulting from the radially arranged configuration; less air is available for lean 
combustion.  
A comprehensive emissions assessment for the DAC technology was performed by Mongia. 
The idle EICO verses 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥  for several CFM’s and GE’s DAC combustors against rich 
dome combustors are analysed by Mongia based on the ICAO emissions databank [58]. 
The main observation shows that DAC technology is competitive with rich dome 
combustors at lower OPRs for a trade-off between the CO and NOx emissions, as indicated 
in Figure 17. However, higher EICO and 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥 are produced at increased engine OPRs. The 
main reason for having higher CO emissions at idle is primarily due to the quenching effect 
between the two combustion domes. The UHC emissions yield the similar trends. The 
smoke emissions for DAC (Figure 18) are generally lower than RQL combustors with the 
overall level below 6 over the OPR ranges shown. Nonetheless, the considerable amount of 
smoke generated in the CFM56-5B DAC shows a relatively high level. The possible 
reasons may be attributed to the following: 
1) The radial arrangement limits the space available for consuming the smoke 
downstream of the rich pilot flame zone at lower power.  
2) The main unfuelled air when mixing with the pilot gas in the downstream mixing 
zone lowers the zonal temperature, which slows down the rate of soot consumption.  
2.2.5 Technology Advantages and Design challenges 
 
Technology advantages 
As discussed in section 2.2.1-2.2.2, the technology advantages for the DAC are summarised 
as follows: 
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1. The radially staged configuration enables performance to be attained within the 
length comparable to a single annular version. The rotor dynamics problem is 
effectively reduced.  
2. The commonly shared feed arm enables the pilot fuel to cool the main fuel, 
lowering the risks for fuel coking.  
3. The lean combustion is operated at high power providing the potential to reduce the 
NOx emissions.  
Technology Design Challenges 
The technology challenges for the DAC are summarised as follow: 
1. Control of pattern factor and turbine transverse quality  
2. Excessive mission fuel burn due to the radial profile design challenge 
3. Challenges in cooling due to lager dome surface areas 
4. Unfavourable transition combustion efficiency in the mid power range.  
 
2.3 Axially Staged Combustors (ASC) 
2.3.1 Working Principle  
The axially staged combustors have a similar working principle as of the DAC but fuel 
staging is achieved through the fuel injection zones placed in the axial direction. As shown 
in Figure 19, the pilot zone is placed at the upstream of the combustor, and main is placed 
downstream. The zonal equivalence ratios are similar to the DAC for different power 
conditions (i.e. Low power pilot averaged 𝜙=0.8 and high power both pilot and main 
having averaged 𝜙=0.6) unlike the DAC, the pilot and main zones have an arrangement for 
two separate fuel delivering systems.  
2.3.2 Key Technology Review  
The concept of axially staged combustion was conceived roughly in the same timeframe as 
DAC in the 1970s. The technology was developed by Pratt & Whitney in the NASA 
Experimental Clean Combustor Program ECCP. The baseline engine is the PW JT9D 
engine [13]. Later, it was utilised as a low emission alternative for the baseline IAE V2500-
A5 engine in the 1990s. For many reasons including business decisions, the ASC has not 
been introduced into service today [15]. However, in recent years, the ASC has been 
reconsidered for further development by P&W in the NASA TRA program [59] [60].  
 
Since the main stage of the ASC is downstream of the pilot, it has good combustion 
stability for the pilot because of the elimination of the local quench effect from the main 
unfuelled airflow. On the other hand, from the main perspective, the upstream hot gases 
from the pilot provide a continuous source of heat, and ignition from the main is rapid and 
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reliable. As a consequence, the pilot hot gases improve the main combustion efficiency and 
stability with the ability to assure low CO, UHC.  However, due to the separated fuel 
nozzles arrangement for the pilot and main, the main fuel nozzles cannot be cooled by pilot 
fuel as previously discussed in DAC. Moreover, the main injectors are immersed with 
hotter gases from the upstream pilot.  Therefore, fuel coking became an issue. The 
arrangement for the pilot and main zones poses a challenge for the casing structural 
integrity. The pilot and main system require separated penetrations of the combustor casing, 
from the structural perspective, requires a higher casing strength and stiffness.  
 
The axially staged combustors, in general, have longer axial length compared to the 
conventional combustors. In order to address this, the packing of the main stage becomes a 
concern. In the V2500 ASC’s design, the pilot zone is located toward the centreline of the 
combustor and the main zone is outboard and downstream of the pilot. The inboard location 
of the pilot is believed to reduce the susceptibility of lean blowout during heavy rain since 
the compressor centrifuges the water toward the outer portion of the flow path. Also the 
outboard location of the main peaks the temperature toward the tip of the blade so as to 
maintain the designed temperature profile during operation, effectively reducing the 
problem of profile deterioration. The in-line arrangement presents a major challenge (i.e. 
the local pitch radius of the combustor is difficult to be collinear) A large misalignment 
between two stages results in larger pressure losses of flow because the flow path is not 
smooth from the design perspective. 
 
In the recent NASA TRA program, P&W conducted further development for ASC and 
termed this technology as Axial Controlled Stoichiometry ACS. The pilot system relies on 
experience gained in developing TALON combustors. Therefore, the pilot stage was kept 
simple and no significant change was made. To address the packing of the main, the new 
ACS intends to have a simpler fashion than the early V2500 version. Various designs for 
the main were conceptualised. There are two configurations for the main that are developed 
so far in ERA Phase I and Phase II: In phase I, the pilot injectors are located on the front 
dome and main injectors are placed on both top and bottom of the combustor downstream 
of the pilot. For phase II, main injectors are placed on top only. The schematics drawing for 
both configurations are shown in Figure 20. In this manner, both configurations effectively 
address the main packing issue with smoother flow path obtained compared to V2500’s 
fashion. In addition to this, the higher upstream temperature results in the main stage 
burning the fuel with a high efficiency even with a low residence time. As a consequence, 
the length of ASC can be effectively reduced to some extent. As discussed previously, the 
NOx is a function of residence time; this assures the low high-power NOx emissions.  
 
In order to achieve further reduction of NOx emission, the design of the main mixers is 
created with the assistance of the CFD analysis. However, due to the main mixers being 
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still under development, and limited information released in public domain, detailed 
analysis for this main mixer is challenging.  
2.3.3 Technology Application 
The early ASC combustors were intended to be used in the IAE V2500 engine, a two-shaft 
with BPR=5 and thrust level ranging from 105kN to 140kN. The engine series power the 
Airbus A320 family. The new P&W axially staged combustion developed within the 
NASA ERA program were intended to be applied on advanced Geared Turbofan GTF 
engines with high Bypass Ratio BPR of around 12 and higher OPR (i.e. exceeding 60) for 
the next generation of propulsion engines.  
2.3.4 Emissions Status and Characteristics 
Figure 21 illustrates the NOx emissions as a function of engine power for conventional and 
staged combustors. It is believed that 40% reduction in LTO NOx can be achieved by 
staged combustion, and 50% reduction in cruise NOx. Table 3 summarises the emissions 
results for baseline V2500 engine and axially staged model. A reduction of 43% for 𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥 
at take-off is achieved. The idle CO emissions of  𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑂 Idle=4.1 is achieved for the axially 
staged engine, which demonstrates the potential of reducing the problem of high CO 
emission at low power as in DAC combustors.  
The ACS combustor 3-sector rig testing was completed at NASA Advanced Subsonic 
Combustion Rig (ASCR). The test yields very low NOx emissions for the LTO NOx 
emissions and has been verified to be -88% (Figure 22), relative to CAEP/6 for Phase I and 
-76% relative to CAEP/6 for Phase II, thereby exceeding the ERA project goal of 75% 
reduction [43]. Moreover, the efficiency testing was also performed, indicating 99.9% at 
full load condition [59, 60]. Cruise NOx was also investigated and 𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥 is less than 2 at 
typical cruise conditions for an advanced Geared Turbofan (GTF) cycle.  
 
2.3.5 Summary of Advantages and Design Challenges 
 
Technology Advantages: 
As discussed in 2.3.1-2.3.2, the technology advantages for the ASC are summarised as 
follows; 
1. The good combustion efficiency and stability for the main stage are attributed to 
higher upstream temperature provided by the pilot.  
2. The rapid and reliable ignition for the main are due to similar reasons mentioned in 
1. 
3. The lower level of NOx at high power that can be achieved for reduced residence 
time since the main stage can burn efficiently.  
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Technology Design Challenges: 
1. There exists a fuel coking risk due to separated arrangement for the pilot and main. 
Main fuel cannot be cooled by the pilot fuel and the main injectors are immersed 
within hotter ambient temperatures from the upstream pilot gases.  
2. The pilot and main system require separated penetration of the casing, thereby 
requiring higher casing strength and stiffness. 
3. The packing issue of the main is a concern due to possibility of large misalignment 
for the pilot and main zone, thereby posing a challenge in maintaining low flow 
pressure losses.  
 
2.4 Twin Annular Premixing Swirler Combustors (TAPS) 
2.4.1 Working Principle  
It is more appropriate that, TAPS technology is categorised as partially premixed 
combustion based on the mechanisms although some literatures term this as LDI or LPP 
[46][70]. Figure 23 shows the concept schematics. At first sight, the configuration is very 
similar to conventional single annular combustor SAC, however, the main difference lies in 
the fuel injector heads, wherein TAPS adopts internally staged partially premixed 
technology. It is composed of pilot and main stages with both concentrically mounted. The 
pilot uses a simplex atomiser (other means including pure or piloted airblast have also been 
investigated) to spray the fuel onto the pre-film lip where it is atomised in an air blast mode 
between the two axial air streams. The fuel sprays interact with the surrounding co-rotating 
or counter rotating swirl to generate a pilot recirculation zone (Termed PRZ in Figure 23) 
which stabilises the pilot flame. The pilot only mode operates to maintain sufficiently high 
combustion efficiency and stability at low power including ignition through to idle. At 
higher power, the main is also turned on, and partial premixing is achieved through the 
mixing of the discrete liquid jets issuing radially outward into the premixing channel (i.e. 
cavity) with high swirling air stream generated from Cyclone swirlers (indicated as a cross 
in Figure 23). The main flame is stabilised in the mixing layer between pilot and main. The 
small recirculation (termed LRZ in Figure 23) is crucial as it stores radicals from the pilot 
combustion which stabilises the main flame. The airflow split for GEnx TAPS is such that 
70% of the air flows through the mixer and the remaining 30% is for dome and liner 
cooling with no air for dilution. In summary, the TAPS combustor evolved based on 
lessons learned with fuel staging of DAC, and also benefited from the experience with Dry 
Low Emissions lean premixing combustors in aero-derivative industrial gas turbines [62].  
2.4.2 Key Technology Review  
As previously discussed in section 2.2.2 the approach of the DAC has some degree of 
difficulty in meeting the turbine profile requirement without which optimum turbine work 
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cannot be extracted. Multi-concentric flame technology development which mostly applied 
in single annular combustors (SACs) has been a new focused research, which leads to 
TAPS combustion technology.  Several key technologies are reviewed as follows: 
Premixed Combustion: This is one of the most distinctive features in TAPS and 
successfully applied into the aero application. The premixed combustion is realised by the 
main mixer in TAPS. Figure 24 shows a typical configuration: The mixer is composed of a 
radial inflow swirler and a fuel injector where the tip has holes drilled in single or double 
rows. The multi-point injection is realised by these circumferentially drilled fuel orifices, 
therefore providing the evenly distributed fuel to be mixed with air in the primary zone. 
The radial swirler imparts a higher tangential velocity to initiate the radially inward airflow 
in order to realise the rapid mixing process with fuel within a bounded cavity. Although 
early TAPS development relied heavily on experimental rig testing followed by data 
analysis, the role of the CFD in the development process is considered to be beneficial. In 
the GEnx TAPS combustor development process, CFD analysis was utilised in design 
optimisation.   For example, RANS analysis was performed to optimise the pilot and main 
fuel-air mixing for low NOx. Specifically, the number of main fuel jets, axial location and 
orifice diameters are the main parameters to optimise the circumferential and radial fuel 
distribution at the exit of the main mixer [63]. Figure 25 illustrates the optimisation studies. 
The local hot spots are therefore effectively reduced and liner durability is improved since 
less luminous flame radiation transferred to the liner with uniform lean burn.  In premixing 
passage of TAPS combustor, the risk of auto-ignition is of primary concern as it can occur 
at sufficiently high temperature, pressure and residence time. The premixing devices could 
be damaged if the flame is stabilised there. The prediction of auto-ignition time is therefore 
necessary in the design of the premixing system to assure the flow residence time must not 
exceed it. Several experimental studies were conducted by Liang et al, Zhukov, 
Shariatmader et al. and Guin [64-67]. It turns out that for high OPR engines (of over 40) 
and inlet temperature (of over 900 K), the auto-ignition time would be less than 1ms. 
Therefore, to mitigate the risk for auto-ignition, the allowable premixing passage shortens. 
This poses a challenge for premixing since complete premixing cannot be achieved within a 
short passage. The resulting effect is the compromise for mixing quality. In order to address 
this concern, GE has developed different main configurations: instead of having a single 
radial inflow swirler, an additional axial swirler was also utilised intending to further 
improve the fuel air mixedness without increasing residence time in the premixing passage, 
leading to low risk for auto-ignition as well reduction in NOx emissions [68].  The resulting 
effect is more complex fuel injection system and good thermal management for nozzles 
because the increased cross-sectional area promotes the heat transfer process of the 
incoming hot combustor inlet air and nozzle wall. Another issue of concern is flashback. 
Unlike the pilot for DAC which is closed to the spark plug and ignition is rapid, the fuel 
spray from the TAPS pilot have to cross the main flow field to achieve ignition. The corner 
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recirculation zone (CRZ) helps to transport the pilot sprays to the spark plug to achieve 
quick ignition. However, the presence of CRZ could results in flashback that causes 
periodic combustion unsteadiness. The detailed explanation is provided by Huang and 
Yang [69]. This reference explains that a part of reactants in the main flow are detained in 
CRZ, and heated by the pilot flame. The flame speed is then increased such that the flame 
can propagate upstream through the CRZ. As the flame consumes the reactants in the CRZ, 
it reaches the upstream wall of the combustor and is extinguished due to no more reactants 
available. At this point, new reactants fill the CRZ and the process repeats itself and drives 
the periodic unsteadiness. 
Internally staged configurations: This configuration has an advantage over DAC in 
maintaining the desired combustor exit temperature distribution. The twin annular flame 
applied in a single annular combustor enables the temperature to peak near the top centre of 
the blade. In this manner, the turbine life can be improved as well as the reduction in 
mission fuel burn, as previously discussed. On the other hand, the internally staged system 
poses a design challenge because the spark has to achieve ignition across unfuelled main 
zone airflow. The quenching of the spark would compromise the ignition capability. 
However, GE has successfully addressed this issue, and altitude relight tests were 
performed. Steady state windmill capability to altitudes in excess of 30,000 feet has been 
demonstrated. However, limited information released in the public domain explains how 
this is realised.  
Flow characteristics: The flow characteristics of TAPS contain a very distinctive feature 
compared to that in the conventional combustors. The recirculation zone in the pilot 
presents a difference for non-reacting and reacting conditions. The planar laser induced 
fluorescence (PLIF) and particle image velocimetry (PIV) diagnostics have been conducted 
by Sulabh K et al [70]. The study observed that, with non-reacting flow, the central 
recirculation zone displays an ellipsoidal shape with the flow moving towards the upstream 
direction which is similar to the central recirculation feature captured in a conventional 
combustor.  However with reacting flow, the recirculation zone is toroidal with flow moves 
downstream. The two features can be seen at the bottom of Figure 26. The explanation of 
the change in flow direction, as demonstrated experimentally, is due primarily to the 
geometry of the fuel injector and blockage of the main flame causing more airflow through 
the pilot. The study also investigated the twin flame interaction, and concluded that the 
stabilisation of the main flame is realised by a shear layer between the pilot and main 
flames where it stores the radicals from the pilot combustion. The size of the shear layer 
determines the flame stability as well as NOx emissions.  Therefore, knowledge is required 
for detailed flow dynamics and heat release analysis at mixing layer where the main flame 
is stabilised. The velocity gradient in the mixing layer should be maintained at different off-
design conditions such that the flame is less prone to blowout or flashback. 
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Pilot Mixers: As for all staged combustion, the pilot system is used to maintain the 
combustion stability particularly at low power.  A pressure atomiser was chosen in early 
development. Several other configurations are also developed including air blast or piloted 
air blast system. One of the most distinctive pilot designs is shown in Figure 27, GE has 
developed a type of active combustion dynamic control device, namely a plasma generating 
nozzle, such that the pilot fuel passes through it and causes in-situ dissociation of fuel into 
partially decomposed components of fuel into hydrogen. This can effectively help to extend 
the lean blowout margin because hydrogen has wider combustion stability range with lower 
lean blowout limit. The technology was eventually patented and intended for industrial 
applications.  
Fuel coking is generally undesirable because it increases the risks for blocking the internal 
and external passage of the fuel injector, leading to reduced fuel discharge rate, component 
life and undesired fuel spray characteristics. However, during the development for TAPS I, 
GE observed that the occurrence of carbon deposits on the pilot exit outer wall is beneficial 
to improve the idle combustion efficiency. They termed this effect as good karma or good 
coke [68]. This observation leads to a later patented design for pilot exit outer wall that 
aims to reproduce the effect of carbon deposits. The details of the design can be found in 
Ref. [143], however, limited information is in the public domain to explain the details.  
Zero dilution zones: A traditional approach for improving the combustor downstream 
mixing and temperature exit distribution is through the optimisation of dilution holes. Since 
the fuel-air mixing is significantly enhanced by TAPS mixers, the need for adopting 
additional dilution holes seems unnecessary. The large fraction of air and pressure drop are 
utilised for lean premixed combustion, which further limits the addition of dilution zone. 
However, on the other hand, the elimination of large dilution holes from TAPS, in fact, 
reduces the local stress concentration of the liner. In this sense, the liner structural integrity 
can be effectively improved.  Furthermore, since the dilution zone is eliminated, the length 
of the combustor can be made shorter so that it can be applied in smaller engines where size 
and weight are primarily important.    
Advanced liner material: Higher OPR engines require combustor liners to be able to 
withstand higher temperature. Ceramic matrix composite liner material is proven to 
withstand higher temperature while using less cooling airflow. Recent development for new 
generation of TAPS, TAPS III, includes utilisation of CMC materials with advanced 
cooling. The rig combustor test successfully demonstrated the material capabilities of the 
CMC combustor liners, which will be the first continuous CMC combustor liners in a 
commercial jet engine [72].  
Additive manufacturing technology: The complexity of the fuel injection system highly 
demands advanced technology for manufacturing. The new TAPS III combustor features 
fuel nozzle tips manufactured using additive technology [72]. For example, in patent US 
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8,806,871B2 the fuel nozzle comprises at least one component made using a rapid 
manufacturing process. The rapid manufacturing process is a laser sintering process.  
Overall, TAPS demonstrates the high capability for achieving ultra-low NOx emissions, 
high combustion efficiency, desired exit temperature profile and operability, enhanced liner 
durability and effective control in combustion dynamics, etc. The new generation of TAPS 
will be developed based on previous experience from legacy TAPS design. The new TAPS 
concept will focus on further reduction in NOx emissions, aiming to achieve the NASA 
N+3 goals. To attain this goal, an even larger proportion of air greater than 70% compared 
to previous TAPS [73], would be employed for ultra-lean combustion. At the same time, 
the focus of the research is also placed on further enhancement of fuel-air mixing. A series 
of design challenges including combustion instability, system reliability, trade-offs between 
emissions and operability, the complexity of control for fuel staging and combustion 
dynamics, etc. would be present with the progress of the development.  
2.4.3 Technology Application 
The development of the TAPS combustor started in 1996 [74], under GE and NASA 
sponsored programmes. (e.g. AST and UEET) The early development efforts involve the 
technology demonstration in GE DAC engines in the late 1990’s. Later in the early 2000’s 
primary focus of development was shifted to single annular combustor (SAS) versions of 
TAPS. The SAC TAPS was demonstrated in a CFM56 7-B engine. Eventually, TAPS 
transitioned to the GEnx series of engines, as shown in Figure 28. It entered into service in 
2010 and now powers wide body aircraft , the Boeing 747-8F and 787 [61]. The first 
emissions certification data for GEnx TAPS was completed in October 2009 and was 
undertaken for 13 models, whose OPR range from 35.1-46.5 and rated thrust of 255-345kN.  
After the successful integration of TAPS combustors to larger engines, GE and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) launched the program for scaling TAPS technology, 
namely TAPS II, to narrow body applications. TAPS II is intended to be implemented as a 
part of LEAP engine for powering the COMAC 919, Airbus A320 NEO and Boeing 737 
Max [75]. More recently, TAPS has been applied to power different classes of thrust and 
pressure ratio including the current GE Passport, powering Bombardier Global 7000/8000 
business jets with rated thrust level of 74kN and pressure ratio of 22 [76].  
2.4.4 Emissions Status and Characteristics 
The LTO engine testing NOx emissions levels for current in-service TAPS combustors for 
different OPRs (i.e. 35.5 -47.0. with corresponding thrust levels of 255.3 -345.2kN) engines 
are summarised in Figure 29. The Genx TAPS combustors demonstrate a remarkable NOx 
emissions reduction levels. The margin is 60% from CAEP/6 at OPR around 35 and 40% 
margin at higher OPR around 47.   
The recent TAPS III technology adopts Ceramic Matrix CMC liner in a TRA project and 
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by the end of the phase I, a 5 sector testing was performed that has achieved the project 
emissions goals of NOx (i.e. 75% reduction relative to CAEP/6) at TRL level of 4 [73]. 
Figure 30 summarises the testing results. In the meantime, the measurement for simulating 
cruise NOx and efficiency were also performed and data resulted in up to 70% reduction in 
𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥 compared the 2005 state-of-the-art and over 99.9% efficiency obtained at TRL of 4.   
 
2.4.5 Summary of Technology Advantages and Design Challenges 
 
Technology Advantages 
As discussed in 2.4.1-2.4.2, the technology advantages for TAPS are summarised as follow; 
1. Ultra-low NOx emissions due to premixed combustion demonstrate the potential in 
achieving long term NOx goals.  
2. Improved combustor exit temperature distribution due to internally stage 
configuration. This enhances the turbine life and reduces the mission fuel burn (i.e. 
engine SFC). 
3. Liner life is significantly improved due to the introduction of the advanced CMC 
liners. The liner temperature is reduced as well as the cooling flow. Thereby 
allowing more air to be utilised for ultra-lean combustion.  
4. Improved liner structural integrity due to elimination of the large dilution holes that 
cause the local stress concentration.  
5. Advanced fuel nozzle manufacturing technology enables the complex fuel nozzle 
system to be applied in the further application.  
Technology Design Challenges 
The main design challenges include the following aspects: 
1. Control of the auto-ignition and flashback due to premixed combustion, rapid 
mixing is therefore required to avoid exceeding of the auto-ignition delay time. 
2. Good thermal management is required for fuel nozzles due to complexity of the fuel 
injection system.  
3. Combustion instability requires knowledge of detailed flow dynamics and heat 
release analysis at critical regions such as the mixing layer.  
4. Due to the internally staged configuration, good ignition is required since the spark 
has to achieve ignition across the unfuelled main airflow. 
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2.5 Lean Direct Injection Combustors (LDI) 
2.5.1 The Rolls Royce LDI Combustors 
2.5.1.1 Working Principle  
The LDI works by injecting the fuel directly into the combustor chamber and quickly 
mixing the fuel with a large fraction of air. By adopting LDI, the peak flame temperature at 
medium to high power can be reduced if fuel and air can be well mixed before the reaction 
is completed. Since a greater proportion of air has to be introduced through the injector, 
dilution air is greatly reduced or eliminated [77]. As shown in Figure 31, the LDI injector 
occupies much of the dome area so as to pass the large fraction of the total air. The air split 
for RR LDI combustor is such that 60-70 percent of air passes through the injector system 
and the remaining air for cooling [78]. Like TAPS, the RR LDI combustor is also fitted 
with an internally staged singular annular configuration. Pilot and main are concentrically 
mounted. The pilot nozzle has two versions: pressure atomising type and airblast. The main 
nozzle uses airblast. The pilot and main flow field are separated by a splitter which sets up 
a wake, called bifurcated flow field leading to the separated pilot and main flame. At low 
power, the pilot operates and the flame is stabilised in the bifurcated flow field to sustain 
the combustion efficiency and stability. As power is increased, the main mixture is injected 
into the main bifurcated flow field, and the wide cone angle leads to rapid fuel evaporation 
and low residence time regions for low NOx at high power. A lean blowout at idle at 
equivalence ratio of 0.04 has been achieved. As power is increased to approach, the fuel 
flow at pilot is reduced and part of main is fuelled. At cruise to full power, approximately 
10% of fuel enters into the pilot and 90% goes to main. At full power, the local equivalence 
ratio at main is 0.6-0.65 to minimise NOx emissions [78].  
2.5.1.2 Key Technology Review  
Since modern civil engines have increasingly high OPRs in order to reduce engine SFC, the 
combustor inlet pressure and temperature significantly shorten the ignition delay time 
which presents a great challenge for premixed combustion. In order to further reduce the 
emissions, a direct injection method becomes a preferred option. Several key technologies 
in RR LDI combustors are discussed as follows: 
Lean direct Injection: As the fuel is directly injected into the combustion zone, it 
mitigates the risks of auto-ignition and flashback. In order to achieve a high degree of 
mixture uniformity, fuel and air have to be well mixed before the reaction takes place, in 
other words, rapid mixing has to be achieved within a short distance once fuel is issued 
from the injection system. As indicated in Figure 33, RR LDI adopts the prefilmed airblast 
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injector for the main that combined with two-stage axial air swirlers to enhance the process 
of the fuel-air mixing with reduced flow residence time. Since a large fraction of air passes 
through the injector head and also the introduction of the axial swirlers for rapid mixing, 
the resulting effect is a large cross-sectional area which promotes heat transfer, as 
previously discussed good thermal management is required to reduce the coking risk. 
Additionally, due to increased size and weight of the injectors, stress and vibration would 
be other issues. These affect the casing integrity since it has to withstand higher stresses.  
 
Internally fuel-staged configuration:  Similar to TAPS, RR LDI employs this 
configuration with an aim to reduce the combustor surface areas while improving 
combustor exit temperature distribution compared to DAC technology. The internally 
staged configuration may pose an ignition challenge, as previously discussed in TAPS 
combustors. However, this concern has been addressed successfully by RR: the 
investigation of the engine windmilling ignition (i.e. altitude relight) was conducted by the 
E3E Core Engine Test Programme. The engine test demonstrated satisfactory results 
indicating full windmill relight loops, achieving it at altitudes beyond 30000 feet [135].  
 
Another concern for fuel staged combustion is to achieve optimum fuel split (i.e. split is the 
ratio of pilot fuel flow to total fuel flow).  The effect of fuel split on emissions and detailed 
flame characteristics has been experimentally investigated through digital imaging and 
measurement of heat release by OH* chemiluminescence. Figure 32 shows the flame (top) 
and OH* chemiluminescence. The main observation from the study indicated that, for low 
pilot fuel split, the pilot and main heat release zones are separated (left) with low NOx 
emissions produced.  On the other hand, with high pilot fuel split, both flames are merged 
into a single one and the NOx emissions are increased. The effects of fuel split on 
combustion efficiency and NOx emissions were further experimentally investigated by RR. 
Engine condition is at cruise with combustor inlet pressure P3=9.4 bar, T3=713K and 
AFR=30. The study concluded that a very strong influence of fuel split is prevalent on NOx 
and efficiency, and the optimal range for fuel split at this condition for low NOx and high 
efficiency is 30%-45% [133].  
 
Two-step fuel staging strategy: In order to contain higher flexibility for fuel staging, RR 
LDI add another staging point such that the staging utilises pilot alone for idle, pilot and 
part of the mains for approach, and pilot and all mains for cruise and higher power 
conditions. The two-step staging is achieved essentially by staging in circumferential 
direction, similar to one in Figure 12. The continuous variation with fuel in open and closed 
position, during operation is achieved by the fuel control system. Therefore, the complex 
fuel scheduling system is required in the design. The research investigated combustion 
efficiency and compared it with RQL. It is observed that deficient combustion occurs at 
mid power. It is primarily due to the main combustion being quenched by the adjacent 
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unfuelled main airflow. Therefore, optimisations of burner-to-burner interaction as well as 
fuel injector configurations etc. are required for further technology refinement.    
 
Bifurcated flow field: This is the one of the most distinctive features in RR LDI. For fuel-
staged combustion, the pilot and main flames are usually separated such that the 
combustion in each zone can achieve its best purpose (i.e. low power stability and high 
power low NOx emission). The way of addressing this is the key technology. RR LDI 
realises this by utilising a patented device called a splitter [81], as shown in Figure 33. The 
result is such that the flow structure is created as a bifurcated pattern, with the pilot flow 
having a smaller pilot recirculation zone and the main flow having a wide cone angle. The 
former has a benefit in maintaining pilot flame stability because it minimises the interaction 
with cold main flow during engine low power compared to the conventional larger central 
recirculation zone. The latter has benefit in producing the lower high-power NOx because 
of wide cone angle, resulting in reduced residence time and hence rapid mixing.  There is 
an interaction zone between pilot and main flame through turbulence driven by vortex 
breakdown and shear layers. This critical region presents a design challenge wherein as the 
pilot is operating rich, the main is quenching the reaction and hence compromising ignition, 
LBO and combustion efficiency. As the main stage is operating lean, fuel preparation and 
combustion efficiency are adversely affected. Thus, the pilot flame needs to sustain the 
main combustion. The interaction is influenced by many factors. A key factor is the swirl 
strength within the pilot and main, the effect of pilot swirl strength on ignition and lean 
blowout was investigated by RR at atmospheric conditions. Figure 34 shows the different 
pilot flames with weak and strong pilot swirling strength. The weak swirling strength 
features a narrow cone angle, whereas a strong swirling strength provides a wide cone 
angle of flame. The study concludes that the high strength flow generally improved ignition 
performance, but compromised the lean blowout. Other factors including geometrical 
characteristics of flare, (i.e. converging and diverging passage of the outer main swirler) as 
well as other parameters within the injection system and combustor dome were identified to 
have an effect and need to be optimised.  
 
Advanced cooling system: To efficiently cool the liner wall the design uses effusion and 
tiles cooling schemes. Double skin walls are also used where heat-resistant tiles are 
attached to the liners to take the thermal load so as to decouple the thermal and mechanical 
stresses. The cooling of tiles is accomplished by an impingement effusion where air 
impinges the outer walls (cold side) through an array of holes and merges as a film at exit 
to the inner walls (hot side) such that the film cooling scheme is subsequently initiated.   
2.5.1.3 Technology Application 
The LDI concept has been investigated in the framework of NEWAC, New Aero Engine 
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Core concepts. The objective of the programme was to develop and validate the lean 
combustion technology up to TRL 5-6, demonstrating 60% to 70% reduction of NOx 
emission against LTO CAEP/2 standard while maintaining the combustor full operability. 
Within the NEWAC programme, the LDI targeted the potential high pressure ratio engine 
applications (i.e. OPR>30) including inter-cooled (IC) core concept, flow-controlled (FCC) 
core concept and active core (AC) concept. Figure 39 illustrates that the LDI combustor is a 
part of the E3E core engine components whose HP system demonstrated a pressure ratio of 
22:1. The LDI is subsequently further investigated in a programme called LEMCOTEC 
(Low Emission Core Engine Technology) as a continuation of programme after NEWAC. 
The LDI is targeting the potential large turbofan cycle that aims at an overall pressure ratio 
up to 70. It is designed for a long range mission and the core module is integrated in the 
advanced 3-shaft engine architecture. [54] The objective of this programme with respect to 
emission is to attain and exceed the ACARE 2020 goal on CO2 and NOx. (50% and 80% 
reduction respectively with reference to the technology year 2010) [55], The RR LDI 
combustor is reported to demonstrate a NOx reduction of 60% against the CAEP/6 at TRL 
6 for an engine with pressure ratio of 39. In summary, current TRL for LDI is approaching 
7; the emission performance may however degrade once the TRL 9 is achieved. Details of 
design features for this technology can be found in [80-82]. 
2.5.1.4 Emissions status and Characteristics 
Limited emissions data are available in the public domain for RR LDI because it is still 
under development and the current TRL has not reached 9. No ICAO certified data have yet 
been produced. The NEWAC report [83] claims that a 70% reduction of NOx emissions 
relative to CAEP/2 is attained by this technology. Figure 35 shows the same result based on 
first full annular testing in the programme. The engine testing for the E3E core that fits RR 
LDI combustor was performed in the subsequent development. The tests have indicated 
NOx levels in the region of 35% to 45%, relative to CAEP/6 have been obtained, which 
shows a 30% to 35% reduction compared to rich burn [40].  
2.5.1.5 Summary of Technology Advantages and Design Challenges 
Technology Advantages 
As discussed in 2.5.1.1-2.5.1.2, the technology advantages for RR LDI are summarised as 
follows; 
1. No risk of auto- ignition and flashback compared to premixed combustion.  
2. Ultra-low NOx emissions due to premixed combustion demonstrating the potential 
in achieving long term NOx goals.  
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3. Improved combustor exit temperature distribution due to internally stage 
configuration. This enhances the turbine life and reduces the mission fuel burn (i.e. 
engine SFC). 
4. Liner life is significantly improved due to the introduction of the advanced cooling 
system as well as less luminous radiation resulting from lean burn.  
5. More staging points lead to more flexible fuel staging intended to improve the part 
load lean staged combustion efficiency and operability.  
 
Technology Design Challenges 
The main design challenges include the following aspects: 
1. Rapid mixing should be achieved before the reaction takes place.  
2. The pilot and main flame interaction require trade-offs such as ignition capability 
and lean blowout, NOx/smoke and CO/ UHC emissions.  
3. Good thermal management is required for the fuel nozzles due to complexity of the 
fuel injection system. 
4. Combustion instability demands knowledge of detailed flow dynamics and heat 
release analysis at critical regions such as the mixing layer.  
5. The large injector head requires a strong casing strength.  
 
2.5.2 The NASA LDI Multipoint Injection Concept (MLDI) 
2.5.2.1 Working Principle  
The working principle behind the NASA multipoint injection concept is that: the fuel is 
distributed to a number of points in the fuel path, as shown in Figure 48. Therefore, a 
conventional single injector is broken down into a number of separated injectors where 
each of them is fitted with air swirlers to provide a local quick and uniform mixing and 
small recirculation zone (Figure 36) for burning to provide shorter burning residence time. 
The uniform mixedness and shorter residence time contribute to lower NOx production. A 
lean burn is combined with this to achieve ultra-low emissions. NASA achieved the 
solution to generate matrix combustors composed of small LDI injectors [85-87]. As with 
other lean burn combustors, all of the air excluding air for liner cooling enters through the 
combustor dome.  
2.5.2.2 Key Technology Review  
Multipoint injection: This is the most distinctive feature for the MLDI concept.  An 
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effective way to distribute the fuel uniformly into the combustor zone is the minimisation 
of the size of the fuel injectors. Instead of having a conventional single large injector, it is 
broken down into a number of separated injectors.  A sector test was performed with 
advanced laser diagnostic imaging utilised by NASA to evaluate the fuel distribution for a 
multi-injection configuration. Ref. [151] gives the details of the facility and testing method. 
Views of the fuel distribution were obtained using Planar-Laser-Induced Fluorescence PLIF 
[150]. The fuel distribution is colour coded using a logarithmic scale. Figure 53 shows the 
end view of the fuel distribution image by PLIF for the middle of the array section of the 
MLDI. It can be seen that a relatively uniform pattern for fuel distribution was obtained just 
5mm downstream of the injection dome, showing that a rapid mixing process can be 
realised by this technology. Because of this, the combustor liner length could be reduced, 
which remains attractive because it has the potential for compact low emissions combustors 
if part load operation issues can be resolved.  Another benefit is control of outlet 
temperature distribution: since the fuel distribution is uniform, the temperature distribution 
can be actively controlled by regulating the fuel-air ratios for each injector. Therefore, a 
desired radial temperature profile at combustor exit can be tailored via optimising the local 
fuel-air ratios for each injector. This leads to a further benefit wherein the dilution zone can 
be eliminated. This therefore leads to a further reduction in combustor length.   
 
NASA has investigated the different numbers of the multi-point such as 9, 25, 39 and 49 
points with 9 points studied as baseline concept. Also, the 9 point MLDI has been tested 
with an inlet pressure of up to 5500kPa under the NASA Glenn High Pressure Low NOx 
Emissions Research Scheme. Overall, the first generation of SV-LDI demonstrated a 
substitutional reduction in NOx emissions: with an assumed cooling fraction of 15%, the 
measured LTO NOx emission is 63% below CAEP/2 standard [88]. Each injector is 
composed of a simplex atomiser, an axial flow swirler and a venturi. The matrix 
configuration from this concept imposes a challenge for manufacturability: the densely 
packed structure demands high manufacturing technologies to minimise the dimension 
discrepancy tolerance for each injector. If fuel staging is applied, high flexibility of fuel 
control and supply is essential.  Moreover, the air and fuel distribution should be carefully 
designed to ensure each local burning zone produces lower emissions while maintaining 
good stability. Increasing pressure loss generally decreases NOx emissions. It is caused by 
increasing the cold flow bulk velocity, which in turn decreases the residence time. However, 
with an allowable range of pressure losses (e.g. ∆P 𝑃3⁄ ≤ 5%) the current concept is still 
far from a homogeneous reactor. In addition, the flame front is closed to the injector face 
due to small recirculation formed; fuel coking is another design issue. Furthermore, the 
shorter residence time imposes a design challenge for altitude relight because it depends on 
the volume of recirculating flow downstream of the injectors. This reduces approximately 
in proportion to the number of injectors [89].  
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Fuel-staged configuration: Perhaps one of the main challenges for multiple injections is to 
minimise the local quench between the adjacent injectors such that the low power 
operability, as well as emissions of CO and UHC, can be controlled. In order to achieve this 
goal, a second generation SV-LDI concepts has been developed. There are 3 distinctive 
second generation SV-LDI concepts that were developed by the Parker Hannifin 
Corporation (Figure 37), Goodrich Corporation (Figure 38) and Woodward FST (Figure 
39), respectively.  
 
A 3-zone MLDI developed by the Parker Hannifin Corporation consists of 15 fuel-air 
mixers arranged in three outwardly-canted panels in place of a single conventional fuel 
injector, as depicted in Figure 37. The three zones are formed by canting the side fuel 
nozzles away from the middle to minimise the interaction between the injectors [90]. Each 
panel is fed by a separate fuel circuit and becomes a staged zone. Each mixer is composed 
of the air passage and the air swirler with the fuel nozzle inserted through the centre of the 
swirler body. Three stages are categorised by the pilot, main 1 and main 2. The pilot 
operates only at light off condition and pilot and main1 are used at lower power conditions 
where the overall fuel air ratio is relatively low; pilot, main1 and main2 are all operating at 
higher power. The Goodrich MLDI [94-95] concept consists of 5 row radially staged 
injectors in place of a conventional single injector. The pilot is located in the centre row 
and surrounded by two rows of intermediate injectors. The remaining two rows of the outer 
injectors are located in the outer ring. Fuel staging is also applied, with the pilot operating 
at idle condition and as power is increased; the intermediate injectors also brought into 
operation, followed by all injectors with the outer ones operating at high power conditions. 
The Woodward FST concept consists of two configurations: flat and 5-recess MLDI. 
(Figure 39) A large pilot is located in the centre of the matrix, surrounded by main injectors 
which are main1, main2, and main3. Each of the main has 4 identical configurations. Table 
4 provides detailed parameters for both configurations. Both main 1use simplex injectors 
and main 2 and main 3 use airblast. The angles of air swirler for main 1, main 2 and main3 
are the same (i.e. 45 degrees) though swirl orientations are different. The major difference 
between flat MLDI and the 5-recess model is a recess made for covering pilot and main1 in 
the 5-recess model. The design aims to improve the lean operability during low power 
conditions. The fuel stage zones are fed by 3 fuel lines with main 2 and main 3 having the 
same supply [91].  
 
In summary, the 2nd generation of NASA MLDI had made two major technology 
improvements compared to 1st generation: the first is the effective fuel staged configuration 
(either in form of outwardly-canted as in Parker Hannifin, or the pilot is recessed as in 
Woodward FST ) that minimises the quench effect between adjacent injectors, leading to 
reduced CO and UHC emissions; furthermore, the increased staging points as in  Goodrich 
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MLDI (i.e. main 1, main 2 and 3) also enhance the engine full range of operability. The 
second is the simplification of the injector configuration that is achieved by either reducing 
the number of injectors or enlarging the pilot. The resulting benefits include: the ease of 
manufacturing such that dimension discrepancy tolerance for each injector can be 
minimised, and effective control for fuel coking: because the flame recirculation zone is 
increased due to the enlarged pilot, and the distance of the flame is further from the injector 
tip. Finally, the larger pilot flame recirculation zone improves the ignition capability as well 
as enhances the low power operability.  
 
The reduced number of small injectors could compromise the fuel-air mixing quality. In 
order to achieve identical or better fuel-air mixedness for lower emissions combustion, 
significant efforts in the study were put into investigating the dynamics of mixing and 
combustion processes. However, these cannot be completely described through 
experimental investigation. NASA has developed the National Combustion Code (NCC) 
that helps to investigate both non-reacting flow and reacting flow. NCC has been used to 
analyse both single [146,147] and multiple injector LDI configurations [149,148]. 
Comprehensive CFD studies [96-98] were performed to evaluate combustion 
characteristics of multi-Lean Direct Injection combustion systems (LDI-1) so as to prepare 
a tool to provide guidance for defining and refining the next-generation LDI-2 and LDI-3. 
Non-reacting computations were performed to enable extensive comparison of axial-
velocity, radial-velocity, tangential-velocity, and turbulent kinetic-energy with 
experimental data [92]. Figure 40 shows the axial velocity contour along two planes for a 
single component.  Predictions of emissions (𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥, 𝐸𝐼𝑐𝑜 and UHC) were also performed to 
compare with the two sets of experimental data representing respectively the low-pressure 
and high-pressure engine cycle condition [93]. Figure 41 shows a comprehensive summary 
of the NCC 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥 predictions. Seventeen different flow conditions with varying pressure 
drops, fuel-air ratios and fuel-staging between the Pilot stage and the three Main stages 
were computed with the NCC. The NCC predictions for 𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑥  were within 30% of the 
Woodward FST experimental data.   
 
New generation: NASA continues to develop a 3rd generation MLDI configuration based 
on the 2nd generation Woodward FST design. The new configuration comprises a central 
pilot injector and four surrounding main injection elements. The developed CFD code NCC 
was used to perform parametric studies on effective area and flow characteristics for 
various configurations in order to derive an optimal configuration to further improve the 
fuel-air mixing [144].  
 
By the end of NASA ERA Phase I that ended in 2015, the 2nd generation of MLDI has 
demonstrated the ignition, flame propagation, lean blowout capabilities and NOx reduction 
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through experimental testing.  Assessment of NOx reduction for the intermediate pressure 
rig would be the next progress for Phase II [90].  
2.5.2.3 Technology application  
NASA multi-point injection concepts aim to meet Environmentally Responsible Aviation 
(ERA) goals of 75% NOx reduction for advanced 55:1 pressure ratio and 70,000 lb thrust 
engine applications [95].  
2.5.2.4 Emissions status and characteristics 
The Parker Hannifin configuration was tested in a flame tube test facility at NASA Glenn 
Research Centre. The inlet pressure varies from 0.69 to 1.72MPa and inlet temperature 
from 590K to 830K. Based on the correlations obtained from the tests, a 66% NOx 
reduction relative to the CAEP/6 is estimated at a high pressure ratio of 55 [99]. The 
Goodrich concept was also tested at the NASA Glenn Research Centre. The inlet pressure 
is at 55psia and temperature at 496K. Based on the extrapolation of the rig test data, the 
calculated EINOx at take –off is 26.8 g/kg at FAR of 0.035 and at a 55:1 pressure ratio. This 
is believed to attain and exceed the ERA goals of 75% NOx reduction (also NASA N+2 
goal) [88]. The Woodward concept is tested at NASA Glenn Research Centre and the 
testing has been completed at an inlet pressure of 1790kPa and inlet temperature up to 
855K. Results show that the recess configuration generally has lower EINOx than that of the 
flat configuration. Correlations have been developed, and demonstrating around 88% in 
NOx reduction relative to the CAEP/6 standard, which exceeds the ERA goals [91]. Idle 
HC and CO testing were performed for the Goodrich concept with three sets of testing 
conducted at pressures of 72,81,82 psi, temperatures of 534,537,538 K and turbine cooling 
and leakage air (TCLA) of 0%,10% and 15% respectively. Results are listed in Table 4 and 
comparisons of results were made against GE90 data. Overall, the MLDI yields lower idle 
HC and CO than the DAC version [95].  
2.5.2.5 Summary of Advantages and Design Challenges 
Technology advantages 
1. Local uniform fuel-air mixture with rapid mixing can be achieved through the 
distributed small recirculation of flame. The resulting benefit is the reduction of the 
combustor length and hence low NOx.  Little soot is formed as well.  
2. Temperature distribution can be actively controlled by regulating the local fuel air 
ratio in each small injector.    
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3. The recess and outward canted configurations alleviate the local dilution of the flow 
at the boundaries of fuelled and unfuelled sectors, thus suppressing excessive 
formation of CO and UHC. 
 
Technology design challenge  
1. Densely packed structure demands high manufacturing technology to minimise the 
dimension discrepancy tolerance for each injector. 
2. Good thermal management is required due to small flame recirculation that close to 
injector, coking is an issue.  
3. With allowable pressure losses, the mixing quality from this concept cannot achieve 
a completely homogeneous fuel-air mixture.  
4. The shorter residence time imposes the design challenge for altitude relight.  
 
2.6 Lean Premixed Prevaporised Combustors (LPP) 
2.6.1 Working Principle 
For liquid fuels, the Lean Premixed Prevaporised (LPP) combustor appears to be most 
promising for ultra-low NOx combustion. The concept is schematically depicted in Figure 
42. Fuel is first vaporised and then mixed with the air flow to create a homogeneous 
mixture before entering the combustion zone and burning at a low equivalence ratio that is 
close to the lean blowout limit. NOx emissions are drastically decreased because of the low 
flame temperature and the elimination of hot spots from the combustion zone. A typical 
LPP combustor is divided into 3 regions: the first is for fuel injection, vaporisation, and 
fuel-air mixing such that completed fuel evaporation and fuel-air mixing can be achieved; 
the second is for combustion where the flame is stabilised in the recirculation zones and the 
third may comprise a conventional dilution zone. The long time required for full fuel 
evaporation and fuel-air mixing at lower power conditions could result in auto-ignition or 
flashback in the fuel preparation duct at higher inlet air temperatures and pressures 
associated with high power settings.  
 
2.6.2. Key Technology Review  
 
Uniform Mixing: With a homogeneous mixture of low equivalence ratio by LPP, NOx is 
decreased to a minimum level due to low flame temperature and uniform mixing. In 
addition, soot formation can be effectively eliminated because of the elimination of the 
local hot rich-burn; consequently, the liner durability is greatly improved. Another 
important advantage is that for a well premixed LPP combustor, the flame temperature does 
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not exceed 1900K and NOx is not increased with increase in residence time. Therefore, 
lean premixed combustors can be designed to have a longer residence time to minimise CO 
and UHC while maintaining low NOx [101]. This is important for industrial applications 
where size plays a less important role. A typical example is the GE’s lean premixed 
LM6000 aero-derivative engine; the combustors being shown in Figure 43. From the figure, 
one can observe that the new premixed system is about twice the conventional LM6000 in 
size, which supports the previously stated advantage of reducing CO and UHC by 
increasing the combustor residence time.   
Also, for a well premixed LPP system with operating flame temperature below 1900K, the 
NOx formation is less dependent on combustor inlet pressure and temperature; this is 
unlike the traditional diffusion flame system where NOx is a function of both combustor 
inlet pressure P3 and temperature T3. This finding is based on data taken from a gas-fired 
LM6000 Lean premixed test by Leonard and Stegmaier. The test operates at P3 from 1 to 
30 bar, T3 from 300 to 800 K and residence time varied from 2 to 100ms [101]. 
Auto-ignition and flashback: One of the most crucial design challenges for the LPP 
system is preventing the occurrence of auto-ignition (spontaneous ignition) or flashback 
inside the LPP injection system when combustor P3 , T3 and residence time in the premixing 
passages are high. The injection system could be damaged if a flame is stabilised in the 
premixing passage. The primary design criterion for a premixer is the determination of 
ignition delay time, which is defined as the time interval between the creation of a 
combustible mixture and onset of flame. Flashback occurs when the flame speed exceeds 
the gas velocity along some streamline and propagates upstream of the combustion zone 
and into the premixing passage. Lean burn often decreases flame speed, however with high 
temperature, pressure and turbulence intensity, which cause increased flame speed. It often 
occurs through the flow boundary layer along the premixing passage walls because the flow 
velocity there is lowest [102]. Also, flashback can be driven by combustion oscillation 
during which high amplitude of pressure oscillation can be formed with positive pressure 
gradient; the local flow velocity is decreased below the flame speed [67]. Flashback is also 
driven by combustion induced vortex breakdown and hence if the mixture inside the vortex 
bubble moving upstream is within the flammability limits, flashback could occur [102].  
Therefore, in order to prevent premixing or flashback, the design of the premixing passage 
has to be made with its residence time less than the ignition delay time with a sufficient 
margin. This imposes a challenge for achieving full premixing and prevaporisation with a 
shorter premixing length. As previously discussed, no full premixing and prevaporisation 
within the premixing channels have been achieved so far for modern aircraft engines.  
Since the LPP is burning fuel lean, close to lean blowout, the stability issues need to be 
addressed through the use of the pilot stage, which increases the complexity and cost. The 
very lean burn necessitates the efficient cooling schemes such as double-skin impingement 
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and effusion cooling because more air is used for burn hence less is available for cooling. 
Also, high altitude relight is difficult to achieve even with the presence of the pilot stage 
[103]. A variable geometry scheme needs to be employed to address the issue, which leads 
to the introduction of the concept in the following section.  
2.6.3 Technology Application 
The concept of LPP has been developed under the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor 
Program (ECCP) programme in the early 1970s. Under this programme, one of the GE 
concepts for replacing the baseline combustor of the engine powering large subsonic 
turbofans GE CF6-50 is a radial/axial staged combustor with a premixing main stage. The 
baseline engine has PR of 30 and max SLS thrust of 218kN [104]. The pilot in the concept 
has a conventional design, the main comprising a premixing channel with bluff body flame 
holders placed downstream. Each main fuel injection consists of a fuel bar with two 
circumferentially directed holes of 1.03mm diameter. 
Later, the concept of LPP has been developed by GE and P&W under NASA Critical 
Propulsion Components CPC, as a part of the HSCT programme in the 1990s. The 
programme focuses on the NOx reductions at supersonic cruise flight conditions [105]. The 
goals of the programme are to attain a cruise 𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥  below 5 g/kg while reaching the 
combustion efficiency of 99.9%. 𝑃3 and 𝑇3 of the combustor are 9 bar and 938K. In the end, 
the propulsion cycle and combustor selected are the mixed flow turbofan (MFTF) and LPP 
for the final development. The design has demonstrated the emissions and operability that 
meet the requirements of the programme. Detailed requirements can be found in Ref. [106]. 
Two LPP concepts have been conceived in the programme: LPP Stepped Dome SD concept 
and LPP Multi-stage Radial/Axial MRA concept, as shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45. 
Both concepts employ fuel staging architecture with cyclones pilots and premixing tubes 
named integrated mixer flame holder IMFH. The major difference is the layout of the 
staging zones: stepped dome arrangement is such that at least one of the annular sections of 
the dome is recessed relative to the others. This helps to isolate the pilot from the other 
injectors to decrease CO and UHC emissions that are of concern at low powers. LPP MRA 
was finally selected for the final development considering the advantages over SD with 
respect to fuel nozzle manufacturability, reliability, cost and weight, etc. No auto-ignition 
or flashback occurred during the flame tube and sector tests [106].  
More recently, the LPP concept has been developed by Turbomeca under subproject (SP6) 
of the European New Aero Engine Core Concepts NEWAC programme which started in 
2006 and was due for completion in 2011[107, 108, 110]. Figure 46 illustrates a 3-D view 
of the design. The LPP concept is adapted to a reverse flow combustor that fits into an 
intercooled recuperative IRA engine of OPR < 25. Similar to previous LPP, it features a 
fuel staging with a pilot stage placed in the outboard position to maintain the stability at 
low powers [109]. Fuel premixing and pervaporation process are achieved inside the fuel 
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injection system duct, as schematically shown on the bottom right of the figure. The airflow 
is split into two: one devoted to fuel atomization through the high swirled air velocity, and 
the second for mixing and fuel evaporation in the duct.  
The LPP is well adapted to the lower OPR engines (e.g. OPR < 25) because the lower inlet 
pressure and temperature minimise the risk of auto-ignition inside the injection system. A 
NOx reduction of 57% versus CAEP/2 limit is validated on a full annular combustor test at 
the LTO cycles. Apart from light-up performance and operating life, a TRL of 5 has been 
reached. The expected entry into service is 2018 [108].  
2.6.4 Emissions status and characteristics 
Limited information is in the public domain, for recent LPP combustors developed in the 
NEWAC programme. A NOx reduction of 57% versus CAEP/2 limit is validated on a full 
annular combustor test at LTO cycles [108]. The same results can be also seen in Figure 35.  
 
2.6.5 Summary of Technology Advantages and Design Challenges 
 
Technology advantages   
1. Lowest emission can be achieved in principle with soot effectively eliminated.  
2. Liner durability is greatly improved due to low flame radiation.  
 
Technology design challenges 
1. Auto-ignition and flashback risk become severe at higher OPR engines; this limits the 
further application for future gas turbines.   
2. Higher lean blowout risk due to ultra-lean burn and staged combustion has to be 
employed with compromise in higher production for NOx emission at engine part load. 
 
2.7 Variable Geometry Combustors (VGC) 
2.7.1 Working Principle  
The working principle is schematically shown in Figure 47. The overall approach is to 
control the combustion stoichiometry in the primary zone by regulating the air flow through 
a variable geometry control system. As shown in the schematics, the air flow splitter is 
driven by a hydraulic system and is allowed translational movement (moves forward and 
backwards) to vary the cross-sectional area and hence the air flow ratio into the primary 
zone. At lower power conditions, the degree of opening of the splitter increases the quantity 
of air diverted backwards to create a high primary FAR and a reducing flow velocity for 
high combustion efficiency and improved stability, as well as good light-up capability. As 
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power is increased, the splitter opens, introducing more air into the primary zone to achieve 
low FAR such that lean combustion is achieved for the purpose of NOx and smoke 
reduction. Another form of controlling the air flowing into the combustor zone includes the 
use of variable-area swirlers to control the swirling airflow which regulates the combustor 
primary zone equivalence ratio according to the power changes [111].  
2.7.2 Key Technology Review  
Potential to achieve all performance goals: The variable geometry combustor provides 
the most effective way of maintaining the primary zone temperature within the low 
emission ‘window’, thus it has great potential for reducing all the emissions without 
compromising its combustion performance at all operating conditions. In addition to this, 
the variable geometry system has proven to have an improved altitude relight performance. 
A test has been conducted to evaluate altitude relight capability for a ram-induction 
combustor for designed cruise Mach number M=3.0. The altitude relight capability can be 
achieved with an inlet pressure down to 0.238 atmospheres compared to 0.47 atmospheres 
with the conventional model by bypassing the primary zone air flow toward the outer 
transition liner thereby reducing the combustor reference Mach number. The test was 
conducted at ambient air and fuel temperature [112].  
Control Schemes: In order to realise the control to achieve all performance goals as well as 
low emissions, several schemes based on air flow control with variable geometry 
combustor and fuel flow staging are proposed by Yi-Guang Li [113]. The control schemes 
include an introduction of flame temperature predictor to control the primary zone flame 
temperature at a set point value. The prediction of flame temperature is achieved with 
several engine operating combustor geometric parameters. The alternative simplified 
scheme was also implemented with flame temperature, essentially controlled through the 
relation between primary zone air and an indirect control parameter that is the non-
dimensional fuel flow rate. The combined fuel staging was also investigated as another 
control scheme. The proposed schemes were applied to an aero turbofan engine model and 
results indicate that significant reduction of emissions at ground level can be achieved with 
the control schemes working effectively at cruising altitude. In addition, the dynamic 
performance of the variable geometry combustor was also investigated by Yi-Guang Li et 
al. The study observed that during engine transition process; the maximum moving rate of 
the control system (i.e. the hydraulic driven system) may delay the air splitter (Figure 47) 
movement. However, this effect on engine combustor performance is not significant. 
Utilisation of variable geometries demonstrated the potential for improving combustion 
stability, efficiency and specific fuel consumption compared to conventional configurations 
[114].  
However, the advantages achieved are at the expense of increased cost and weight due to 
the introduction of the complex control schemes. The increased weight significantly 
compromises its application for small and medium gas turbines, particularly for aircraft 
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engines where low weight is a primary design goal.  
Flow distortion: the control scheme (i.e. sliding bands) has to move to an extreme position 
to satisfy the control target over the wide range of operating conditions; it causes flow 
distortion at the combustor zone and hence large pressure loss is encountered. The severe 
flow distortion causes challenge for liner durability because the cooling air flow in the 
combustor annulus passage is changed frequently and may move away from the design 
point. This also leads to problems of achieving the desired temperature pattern in the 
combustor efflux gases, especially if the liner pressure drop is allowed to vary too much.  
Therefore, to reduce the range of the movement of sliding bands, fuel staging is often 
employed. The introduction of fuel staging again increases the complexity and cost of the 
system and decreases its reliability. Variable geometry should be used in conjunction with 
LPP to avoid local hot spots and high NOx formation regions. Also, improved relight 
capability can be realised with this scheme for lean burn system.  
2.7.3 Technology Application 
The variable geometry concept has not been matured and therefore has not been currently 
applied for aero engines. It however has been used in large industrial applications. A typical 
example includes application on to a 120MW gas turbine in the 1090-MW LNG combined 
cycle plant in Japan [115]. However, the cost and weight of variable geometry systems are 
inevitably high because of the complex control and feedback mechanisms, with low 
reliability. For these reasons, it has not been applied on aircraft gas turbines. Reference 
[116] forecast the time scales for the application of different low emissions technologies 
and predicted the application of variable geometry on aero application only after the year 
2020.  
A number of variable geometry concepts have been proposed by several researchers, the 
typical low configurations can be found in Adkins [117] and Hayashi et al. [118], Schultz 
[119, 120], Cupta et al. [121], Fletcher [122] and  Saintsbury and Sampath [123], 
Furthermore, the variable geometry combustor has been developed for automotive gas 
turbines. Figure 48 shows the geometry of an LPP combined with variable geometry 
combustors used for a 100 horse-power engine by the Allison Division of GE Motor [124]. 
The combustor comprises a prechamber, a pilot and ignition chamber, and the main 
cylinder chamber of 127mm diameter. The prechamber contains a start injector located on 
the centreline of the combustor and main fuel injector. Air is introduced into the 
prechamber through both axial and radial swirlers. The premixed prevaporised fuel-air 
mixture flows into the main cylinder chamber through a 46.6mm diameter of the opening in 
the centre of the dome. Variable geometry is employed to control the FAR in the primary 
zone by sliding bands. The cross section areas of the radial swirlers of the prechamber and 
dilution holes can be controlled so that the amount of air flow can be varied. At low power, 
most of the air is admitted into the dilution holes. As power is increased the degree of the 
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opening in radial swirlers is increased. Air flowing through the radial swirlers merges and 
mixes with air flowing through the axial swirlers before entering the main chamber. At full 
power, additional air is admitted into the main chamber from the inlet ports through the 
dome holes. Figure 49 shows the air split as a function of sliding location of the variable 
geometry system. The pilot stage is employed to maintain the low power stability.   
2.7.4 Emissions Characteristics 
The emissions prediction of variable geometry for aero application has been conducted by 
Pervier [103]. Figure 50 shows the comparisons of NOx emissions for LPP with and 
without variable geometry as a function of power setting. The emission of NOx is predicted 
using stirred-reactor models whose layout is the same as that of AGT100 [103]. The 
combustor main chamber front end is divided into 2 regions: a flame front core for 
simulating the main chamber front end, and a flame front near wall for simulating the dome. 
The combustor inputs are adopted from the performance simulation of CF6-80E1A1 which 
powers A330 with a thrust rating of 300 to 320kN. The OPR=32.4 and BPR=5.3. Power is 
varied from 10% to 100% at sea level. The flame front core equivalence ratio is set to be 
0.5. It can be noted that, at low power up to around 55%, LPP with variable geometry 
actually produces higher emissions than when compared with an application with fixed 
geometry. The reason for this is attributed to the air fraction to the near wall (i.e. dome in 
Figure 48) is close to stoichiometry, thereby leading to the increase in lean stability, 
combustion efficiency, and hence higher NOx emissions. As power is further increased, a 
large fraction of air is diverted to the flame front core as well as flame front near wall such 
that the local equivalence ratio is low, thus a reduction of one magnitude of NOx emissions 
is produced by variable geometry compared to the fixed geometry.     
2.7.5 Summary of Technology Advantages and Design Challenges 
Technology advantages 
1. Reduction in emissions (NOx, CO and UHC) for power conditions throughout the 
entire the flight envelope can be achieved by controlling the combustion 
stoichiometry through regulating the airflow.  
2. High altitude relight capability can be achieved by passing the primary zone air 
flow towards the outer transition liner thereby reducing the combustor reference 
Mach number. 
3. The part load operability is improved via the flexible controlling scheme.   
Technology design challenges  
1. Complexity of control system and higher cost. 
2. Increased weight due to the introduction of a control system is a significant 
challenge for aero applications.  
3. System reliability needs to be demonstrated with more rig testing.  
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4. Liner durability challenge arises from the cooling flow distortion in combustor 
annulus passage.  
 
 
3. Review of performance aspects 
Although emissions could be a focus when designing a typical low emissions combustor, 
the importance of other performance interacting with the emissions should be explored 
thoroughly. Therefore the performance should not be compromised when designing a low 
emission combustor. Figure 51 shows the interrelated combustor performance for design 
considerations.  
 
Safety is always the most important airworthiness criterion and there is no exception for 
low emissions combustors design perspective. The altitude-relight capability and avoidance 
of autoignition/flashback should be considered primarily during the early stage of the 
design.  Stable combustion is critical as combustion instability could damage the hardware 
of the combustor and become a safety issue. Operability should be also considered as a high 
priority to ensure the combustor is capable of operating over a wide range of fuel-air ratios, 
(larger turndown ratio). The performance criteria such as combustion efficiency and 
pressure loss are always the key design considerations because the combustor design has to 
satisfy the whole engine requirement as SFC and total fuel consumption of the engine are 
proportional to the combustion efficiency. Pressure loss, as an important engine cycle 
parameter also affects the whole engine design, particularly for engine SFC. Size and 
weight are important for aero applications, particularly for small/medium aircraft.  In order 
to meet the durability requirement, the component should be designed to ensure they are 
capable of operating over thousands of hours and flight cycles. The satisfactory 
downstream turbine thermal and life integrity should be achieved by improving the exit 
temperature distribution.  
In addition to emissions levels, a number of combustion performance parameters are 
evaluated in a qualitative manner for the reviewed low emissions combustion technology. 
A performance matrix is provided in Table 5 that would be used for design considerations.  
Justifications for each evaluation are provided in the following section.  
 
3.1 Altitude Relight Capability  
 
Rich burn combustors generally have a superior altitude relight performance than lean burn 
combustors. The reasons are the easier setup for richer fuel-air stoichiometry and less 
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susceptibility to local quenching because of staged configuration. Some of the future lean-
burn combustor technologies may have greater difficulty in meeting the commonly 
stipulated (by airline customers) relight capability of 9143 metres (30,000 feet). Some 
manufacturers questioned the need for this level of capability, and 7620 metres (25,000 feet) 
is regarded as a satisfactory safety margin [46]. Some lean burn technologies such as RR 
LDI has achieved the relight capability of 30,000 feet from the E3E core engine testing 
[133]. Amongst the lean-burn technologies, MLDI is deemed to contain the least altitude 
relight capability. The shorter flow residence time by MLDI imposes a design challenge for 
altitude relight because it depends on the volume of recirculating flow downstream of the 
injectors. This reduces in proportion (approximately) to the number of injectors. VGC is 
believed to be most promising in maintaining a satisfactory relight capability because the 
dome air mass flow under windmilling condition and the corresponding equivalence ratio 
can be tailored to fall into the ignition stability loop with a sufficient safety margin.  
3.2 Autoignition/flashback Risk 
 
Autoignition/flashback is evaluated based on the type of flame, namely diffusion or pre-
mixed flames. RQL, DAC, ASC, LDI, MLDI and VGC all employ the diffusion flame 
system. LPP adopts the premix flame to minimise the emissions, the risk of autoignition 
and flashback is theoretically the highest. TAPS uses partially premixed system for the 
main stage and risk is assessed to be moderate. However, since TAPS has demonstrated 
safety and achieved the FAA certification for this type of technology, it is reasonable to 
believe such risk is effectively controlled.  
3.3 Combustion Stability  
 
It has been a major issue in the design of aero combustors, and lean burn combustors are 
more prone to combustion instability. It arises due to the coupling between the unstable 
combustion process and acoustic disturbances within the combustion chamber. These self-
sustained instabilities are more likely to occur in lean premixed combustion systems [142]. 
The mechanism is described in Ref. [138]: acoustic noise is generated during the 
combustion process with a broad frequency bandwidth [139]. These acoustic waves 
propagate inside the combustion chamber, interact with the boundaries and travel back to 
the combustion zone. These pressure oscillations generate in turn perturbations of the flow 
field by modifying the local flow rate, reactant composition or thermodynamic properties in 
the flame region, producing heat release rate disturbances [140, 141]. When heat release 
disturbances and pressure oscillations are in phase, the acoustic energy in the system is 
amplified and a resonance is generally observed.  
 
In order to control the combustion instability, the mechanism of various acoustic dampers, 
such as perforated liners, Helmholtz resonators, baffles, half-and quarter-wave tube are 
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applied. The status, challenges and progress of implementing such acoustic dampers on 
engine system have been critically reviewed by D. Zhao and X. Y. Li [125]. Also, J Chen, 
D. Zhao, N Han and J Li conducted an experimental investigation on a cold-flow pipe to 
study the effect of different shaped orifice edges, porosities and mean flow Mach number 
on aeroacoustics damping performance for perforated liner application. The study observed 
that the edge shape of the perforated orifice and thickness to diameter ratio of the 
perforated plates do not significantly impact its sound absorption and damping performance. 
However, the mean flow Mach number and porosity of the perforated plate both play 
important roles in affecting noise damping.  Another finding is that the effective damping 
frequency ranges of perforated plates are dependent on the length of the downstream duct.  
Other valuable information for perforated liner investigations can be found in Ref [126].  
Fluctuations could result from perturbations in flow and fuel-air ratio oscillations because 
of the fuel staging. Furthermore, the range for stable rich combustion is wider than that for 
lean burn. (i.e. typical rich extinction limit is around equivalence ratio of 3 whereas the 
corresponding equivalence ratio for lean blowout limit is around 0.5[128]) As a 
consequence, RQL has higher combustion stability than the others. LPP is believed to have 
the lowest combustion stability in the absence of the fuel staging because it burns at a low 
equivalence ratio that is close to the lean blowout limit.  
3.4 Combustion Efficiency 
For modern aircraft engines, combustion efficiency is effectively 100% at take-off 
conditions. Relatively low levels of 98% to 99.5% can be seen at low power conditions.  
For take-off condition, the currently reviewed technologies all demonstrate high efficiency 
and achieved the design requirement (i.e.> 99.5%) with current RQL combustors having an 
efficiency of 99.9% at all high power conditions [7].  Since limited information explicitly 
quantifies the efficiency for some advanced low emission combustor, (e.g. LDI, TAPS, 
LPP) qualitative evaluation for the efficiency is based on the quality of fuel preparation, 
mixing and rate of reaction. The main reason that TAPS and MLDI have higher efficiency 
stems from the partial premixing system for the main stage of the TAPS and the higher 
degree of uniformity of fuel-air mixture due to multi-point injection. The even higher 
efficiency for LPP is due to higher quality of fuel preparation and mixing because of pre-
vaporisation and premixing. The low power efficiency for the modern combustor has to be 
greater than 99.5%. Overall, the current reviewed low emissions combustors all have 
satisfactory low power efficiency. RQL combustors have idle efficiencies ranging from 
98.8% to 99.3% [25]. For lean-burn combustors, the high idle efficiency is achieved 
through local rich burn due to fuel staging. ASC and VGC are believed to have higher 
value. The local quenching can be minimised due to axial staging compared to internally 
staging such as RR LDI and TAPS. For ASC, higher residence time is allowed for 
consumption of incomplete combustion compared to DAC. For VGC, the high efficiency 
due to favourable local fuel-air stoichiometry can be realised by regulating the right amount 
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of air flow via this technology.  
3.5 Pressure Loss 
It is challenging to obtain any significant increase in pressure loss due solely to the 
introduction of low emissions combustion technologies since 1% increase in pressure loss 
leads to approximately 1% increase in engine SFC, depending on the cycle of the engine 
[129]. Therefore, the currently reviewed technologies are designed to ensure the loss is in a 
reasonable range, typically ranging from 4%-6%. VGC presents more challenge in 
maintaining such a desired range compared to the others since the control scheme (i.e. 
sliding bands) has to move to an extreme position to satisfy the control target over the wide 
range of operating conditions. Additionally, it causes flow distortion at the combustor zone 
hence a large pressure loss. For MLDI, since mixing has to be achieved within a large 
number of small fuel-air mixers, the pressure loss could be increased through a number of 
small injectors. The allowable pressure loss, therefore, impacts the effectiveness on the 
fuel-air mixedness.  
3.6 Combustor Weight  
The DAC has a very high surface to volume ratio; this presents cooling challenges but also 
includes a penalty for extra weight. ASC also has a weight penalty due to increase in axial 
length, and introduction of the separate fuel feeding system.  The heavy weight of VGC due 
to the introduction of the complex control system is a key design challenge. Despite the fact 
that MLDI has a relatively heavier injection system due to increased number of fuel 
injectors and corresponding air swirling and venturi assemblies, the liner length can be 
effectively reduced because the mixing quality is significantly ehanced due to the improved 
spatial dispersion of fuel by MLDI. Therefore, MLDI is believed to have a moderate weight 
as the other single annular combustor (SAC) versions.  
3.7 Fuel Coking  
For the ASC, cooling of the main injectors imposes a design challenge since the two stages 
require separated feed arms. The main fuel nozzles are immersed in the hot incoming gases 
from the pilot stage and cannot be cooled by the pilot fuel to reduce the coking. The flame 
front is close to the injector face due to small recirculation formed in MLDI. The fuel 
coking formed in the external surface area of MLDI system is a design issue. Furthermore, 
the internal fuel passage for the small size injector has been reduced in size, which 
increases the possibility of fuel coking, especially at high power conditions. For RR LDI, 
the fuel injector integrates an increased number of axial swirlers into the lean direct 
injection system, resulting in a larger wetted area. This promotes the heat transfer process 
between the hot inlet combustor air and injector walls. A higher risk for fuel coking could 
therefore be a design issue. However, as discussed in 2.4.2, coking could be considered as 
‘good coke’ sometimes as it could be beneficial for improved idle combustion efficiency 
from TAPS development.  
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3.8 Liner Life  
The thermal creep and low cycle fatigue are the two main failure modes that determine 
liner life. For thermal creep, the wall temperature and temperature gradient are dominant 
factors.  For low cycle fatigue, the structural integrity plays a crucial rule. RQL combustor 
is generally more susceptible to thermal creep than lean burn due to higher luminous 
radiation resulting from rich combustion. Furthermore, the dome cooling flow is admitted 
gradually, hence towards the high NOx formation route, resulting in higher wall 
temperature.  The DAC and ASC contain relatively larger liner surface areas that enhance 
the heat transfer process and hence wall temperature. The previously stated cooling issues 
for VGC impose a challenge in maintaining a higher liner life.  Primary zone holes and 
dilution holes are eliminated in TAPS and RR LDI. Since local stress concentration near 
liner holes can be effectively eliminated, the cracking and therefore low cycle fatigue can 
be effectively controlled.  
3.9 Exit Temperature Distribution OTDF/RTDF 
Exit temperature distribution is usually quantified by two terms, the OTDF and RTDF. The 
OTDF (Overall Temperature Distribution Factor) is the ratio of the different between the 
peak and mean temperature in the outlet combustor plane, to the combustor mean 
temperature rise.  
The RTDF is similar to the OTDF but uses circumferentially averaged values and this 
determines the turbine blade life because the hub carries the largest stress and is susceptible 
to creep, and the blade tip is usually very thin and difficult to cool. Therefore, a typical 
radial peak temperature must not occur at both locations. As previously discussed the 
RTDF also impacts the turbine work extraction efficiency, unsatisfactory RTDF will 
increase mission fuel burn.  
The OTDF ideally should be controlled to less than 0.2 [130]. The reviewed combustor 
technologies are believed to attain this goal except the DAC which demonstrates the 
challenge. This is particularly during low power conditions where the pilot flame is lit and 
less dilution air available downstream of the two stages as well as the shorter dilution 
length before the turbine nozzle. Similarly, the DAC presents more challenges in 
controlling the RTDF.  Compared to the temperature distribution in the quench zone of an 
RQL combustor, premixed combustors should have the advantage to achieve a lower 
pattern factor. TAPS achieves the lowest pattern factor amongst DAC and RQL versions of 
GE engines [131]. LPP is believed to have the lowest pattern factor due to the near 
homogeneous mixture created and elimination of hot spots from the combustion zone. VGC 
presents a challenge of achieving the desired temperature pattern if the liner pressure drop 
is allowed to vary too much. (i.e. change in liner hole discharge coefficient CD due to 
annulus flow distortion resulting from the frequent movement of the flow control slide 
mechanism, which subsequently results in  dilution air flow variation)  
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Conclusions 
This article provides a comprehensive review of low emissions combustion technologies 
for modern aero gas turbines. The review considers current high Technologies Readiness 
Level (TRL) technologies including Rich-Burn Quick-quench Lean-burn (RQL), Double 
Annular Combustor (DAC), Twin Annular Premixing Swirler combustors (TAPS), Lean 
Direct Injection (LDI). It further reviews some of the advanced technologies at lower TRL. 
These include NASA multi-point LDI, Lean Premixed Prevaporised (LPP), Axially Staged 
Combustors (ASC) and Variable Geometry Combustors (VGC).  
The focus of review is placed on working principles, a review of the key technologies 
(includes the key technology features, methods of realising the technology, associated 
technology advantages and design challenges, progress in development), technology 
application and emissions mitigation potential. The article concludes the technology review 
by providing a technology evaluation matrix based on a number of combustion 
performance criteria including altitude relight auto-ignition flashback, combustion stability, 
combustion efficiency, pressure loss, size and weight, liner life and exit temperature 
distribution. 
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Figures  
 
Table 1. Main combustion pollutatns and their heatlth effect [152] 
 
Figure 1 Global prediction of future emission trends that affect local air quality [152] 
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Standard   Engine 
OPRs 
Foo  
kN 
CO  
g/kN 
Smoke, SN UHC  
g/kN 
NOx, g/kN 
CAEP/1 
or ICAO 
1986  
All > 26.7kN 118 83.6×
(𝐹𝑜𝑜)−0.274 
19.6 40+2×OPR 
 OPR=overall pressure Ratio  SN=smoke number 
 
Table 2. The first ICAO emissions standard for CO, UHC, soot and NOx (CAEP/1) [57] 
 
Figure 2. Evolution of Low Emissions Combustors and their NOx emission level relative to 
ICAO standards [134] 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Illustration of ICAO landing-takeoff cycle (LTO cycle) [134] 
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Figure 4. NOx and CO emissions vs primary temperature and Temperature vs AFR [9] 
 
Figure 5. NOx distribution within LTO cycle for RQL vs Lean Burn [133] 
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Figure 6.  RQL working principle schematics and NOx formation routes [19]  
 
 
Figure 7. High shear swirl injector (TALON X) [27] 
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Figure 8. The effect of dilution holes moved forward on NOx reduction [30] 
 
Figure 9. The axial gas temperature in a typical RQL combustor [7] 
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Figure 10. The local small cooling holes to reduce the wall peak temperature (US patent 
2008/0010991) [39] 
 
 
Figure 11. CFD and rig data comparison of combustor exit temperature for PW4098 RQL 
[41] 
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Figure 12. Take-off NOx emissions vs engine OPR for recent RQL combustors. [25] 
 
 
Figure 13.  DAC working principles with fuel staging schemes: low power only outer 
annulus injectors operating, mid power outer + part of inner, full power outer+inner  [50] 
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Figure 14.  GE-DAC  Twin-tip fuel injector with main nozzle cooled by the pilot fuel 
flowing around it to provide effective cooling [9] 
 
Figure 15. E3 DAC sector testing on temperature exit distribution [59] 
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Figure16. LTO NOx vs Engine Pressure Ratio for DAC combustors (data from ICAO 
engine testing emission databank) [57] 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  𝑬𝑰𝒄𝒐 vs 𝑬𝑰𝒏𝒐𝒙  for DAC combustors compared with rich burn combustors 
(ICAO data from engine testing and picture adapt from Mongia) [58] 
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Figure 18 Smoke number vs OPR for different DAC engines and data from ICAO engine 
testing database [57] 
 
 
Figure 19. Pratt &Whitney V2500-A5 ASC Axial Staged Combustor [9]  
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Figure 20. The new underdeveloped P&W Axially Staged Combustor Configuration 
Schematics with two configurations investigated [60] 
 
 
Figure 21 NOx emissions vs power for conventional and axially staged combustors [153] 
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Engine Model V2500-A5 
(Baseline) 
V2500 ASC 
(Axially staged combustor) 
Pressure Ratio (EPR) 33 33 
Rated Thrust (𝐹𝑜𝑜) kN 133.45 133.45 
Bypass Ratio (BPR) 5.0 5.0 
𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥 Take off (g/kg) 33.8 19.4 
𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑂𝑥 Climb (g/kg) 27.1 17.0 
EINOx Approach(g/kg) 10.1 7.1 
EINOx Idle (g/kg) 5.0 5.2 
𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑂 Take off (g/kg) 0.45 4.4 
𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑂 Climb (g/kg) 0.52 4.0 
𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑂 Approach(g/kg) 1.81 11.1 
𝐸𝐼𝐶𝑂 Idle (g/kg) 10.95 4.1 
 
Table 3 Emissions characteristic of baseline V2500 engine and the axially staged combustor 
[47] 
 
 
Figure 22.  P&W ASC and new TALON X 3 experimental cup test results [43] 
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Figure 23. Schematic representation of TAPS flow and injector head (right) [136]  
 
Figure 24  Fuel nozzle assembly for reduced exhaust emissions US Patent 6,389,815 May 21, 
2002 [62] 
 
Figure 25 Equivalence ratio contour at high power of GEnx TAPS main mixer design [61] 
Premixer exit 
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Figure 26 Mean velocity field: a) reacting, case main and pilot flames, b) reacting, pilot 
only preheat; and c) pilot non-reacting flow field [70] 
 
 
Figure 27. Multi-swirler mixers with plasma generating nozzle US patent 6455660. [71]   
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                       Figure 28.  GEnx SAC TAPS combustor (Certified in October 2009) [61]  
 
Figure 29. GEnx TAPS ICAO SLS LTO NOx emissions level (engine testing data [57]) 
 
 
Figure 30  GE 5-Cup experimental emissions testing results for LTO NOx [43] 
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Figure 31. RR LDI combustor layout and injector schematics (Top) [19] 
 
 
Figure 32. Flame imaging and emissions measurement for different fuel splits [78] 
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Figure 33  LDI injector head with bifurcated flow created by a splitter [US patent 
6,272,840,2001 [81]] 
 
 
Figure 34  Pilot flames with weak (left) and strong (right) pilot swirling strength [78] 
 
Figure 35.  Experimental sector testing results for LTO NOx vs OPR for different 
technologies (i.e. RR LDI, PERM and LPP) [154] 
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Figure 36.  A Schematic of the multipoint integrated LDI module by NASA [84] 
 
 
Figure 37.  The 3-Zone MLDI by Parker Hannifin Corporation and spray testing (Bottom 
right) [90] 
 
Figure 38. 5-row radially staged MLDI by Goodrich Corporation [88] 
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Figure 39. Flat and 5-Recess MLDI by Woodward FST [94] 
 
OAS: Outer air swirler IAS: Inner air swirler CW=clockwise CCW=counter clockwise 
Table 4 Second generation of NASA MLDI configurations by Woodward FST [94] 
 
 
Figure 40. Non-reacting CFD computations for NASA MLDI with single component 
simulation showing the axial flow velocity in 2-D plane [92] 
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Figure 41.  The NCC CFD predictions for EINOx were within of 30% the Woodward FST 
experimental data for with varying pressure drops, fuel-air ratios and fuel-staging between 
the Pilot stage and the three Main stages [93] 
 
 
 
Figure 42.  Schematic concept of lean premix-prevaporise showing the fuel and air are 
premixed before entering into combustor zone [9] 
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Figure 43.  Comparison of LPP (top) and the conventional LM6000 (bottom)  [100] 
 
Figure 44 LPP MRA Combustor [106] 
 
Figure 45  LPP stepped dome Concepts [106] 
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Figure 46 LPP reverse flow combustor by Turbomeca under NEWAC programme 
[108][109] 
 
Figure 47. The variable geometry concept schematics [113] 
 
Figure 48 AGT100 LPP with variable geometry combustor [155] 
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Figure 49 Air split vs sliding band location [156] 
 
 
Figure 50 The predicted  𝐄𝐈𝐍𝐎𝐱 vs Power setting for LPP with and without variable 
geometry using chemical reactor model [103] 
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Figure 51 Interrelated combustor design considerations (combustor image adapted from 
[157]) 
 
 
Figure 52. The schematic representation for a conventional combustor [158] 
 
 
Figure 53. The end view of fuel distribution image by PLIF for the middle of array section of MLDI [150] 
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 Criterion RQL DAC ASC TAPS LDI MLDI LPP VGC 
 
 
NO. 
 
Schematics 
[27][10][9][136] 
[137][87][106][113]  
 
      
1 TRL (9) 9 9 ≤5 9 ≤7 ≤5 ≤5 < 5(for aeros) 
2 Altitude relight 
capability 
High  Moderate  Moderate  Moderate  Moderate  Low  Moderate  Higher  
3 Autoignition/ 
flashback risk 
Low  Low  Low  Moderate  Low  Low  High  Low  
4 Combustion 
stability 
High  Moderate Moderate  Moderate  Moderate Moderate Low Moderate  
5 Combustion 
efficiency 
(High  power) 
High  High High High High High High High 
6 Combustion 
efficiency 
(Low power) 
High  High  Higher  High  High  High  High  Higher  
7 Pressure loss Moderate  Moderate  Moderate  Moderate Moderate High Moderate High 
8  𝐋𝐓𝐎 𝐍𝐎𝐱 
(high power) 
Low Lower  Lower  Even  
Lower 
Even  
Lower 
Even 
Lower  
Lowest  Lower 
9 LTO CO  
(low power) 
Moderate Higher Moderate High High High High Low 
10 LTO UHC 
(low power) 
Moderate  High Low Low Low Low Low Low 
11 Smoke number   High Moderate Low Low Low Low Low Low 
12 Weight Moderate  Heavy Heavy Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Heavy 
13 Fuel coking 
risk 
Moderate Moderate Higher Moderate High  High Moderate Moderate 
14 Liner life Moderate Moderate Moderate Long Long Long Long Moderate 
15 OTDF/RTDF 
quality 
High Moderate High Higher Higher Higher Higher Moderate 
                                     
 
                     Table 5.  Summary of the reviewed low emissions combustion performance based on qualitative assessment  
